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Abstract

III

When faced with natural disasters it is imperative for most families to safeguard their personal 

snapshots. Their loss is mourned and people are often reduced to tears when describing these 

material objects as irreplaceable treasures. With the press of a button a picture is taken, often 

spontaneously and just for fun without concern for artistic intent or cultural merit. Value is not 

calculated in terms of money, aesthetics or classification as fine, folk or naive art; instead family 

pictures are revered as archives of intrinsically priceless personal memories. Photographs are 

nostalgic keepsakes.

This visual arts Master’s research project comprises an exegesis and arts practice based in 

photography and design. It explores how snapshots present an idealised view of families. It 

reviews the history of photography, documents and highlights the repetitive advertising that 

metamorphosed manufactured material objects into irreplaceable memories considered 

more veracious than personal recollections. Questioning how Kodak educated consumers to 

photograph only that which is pleasant, this work explores the snapshot as a simulacrum of 

reality enveloped in the over arching human desire to make enduring that which is ephemeral. 

It shows a nostalgic keepsake transmuting into an evocative perpetual personal representation 

after death.

My arts practice draws on collected bricolage and photographs to highlight how Kodak 

advertising depended on sentiment not facts, commodifying women’s cultural practice of 

recording the temporal and metronomic rhythm of human life and traditional family structures. 

Individual images form a bigger picture sequenced into a family album, as an idealised 

constructed narrative of precious memories. Collages explore the readily identifiable 

subjects and style of romanticised cultural stereotypes epitomised by a memetic lexicon. This 

work questions A Kodak Moment, as a symbol of commodified mass conformity and visual 

conditioning that influences what we see (to photograph), how we view ourselves and what we 

remember. 
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Introduction

Snapshots – commodified keepsakes

Family photographs can be described as cultural artefacts. When faced with natural disasters 

such as fire or flood, it is a high priority for most families to safeguard their personal snapshots. 

Their loss is mourned. Other material possessions can be replaced.

When a person is described, an image is conceptualised, whereas a photograph allows us to 

view their likeness as though meeting face–to–face. Photographs are often the only life record 

people leave after death and images of family, friends, pets, events and holidays are valued as 

an integral part of their biographical history. Images collected explore material culture through 

the symbolism of the notion It’s always Summer in snapshots, a word picture that affirms 

the underlying mission statement directing Kodak marketing (selling sentiment, not facts), a 

constructed fiction assuaging fears of the impermanence of life.

Overview of research

Today the primary historical record of people’s lives is visual not written.2 Family possessions  

are handed down, each with its own story connected to those who lived before. People cannot 

escape the influence of their past, the world and time in which they live, their geographic 

location, national identity, cultural and social status, friends, family and personal interests. 

Snapshots reflect this.

For this Masters project, I investigated the historical role of photographs as keepsakes and 

commemorative objects within families to inform my theoretical perspectives. I examined in 

detail the formal and informal recording of family heritage through photography, keepsakes and 

mementos in order to analyse and interpret the historical sociocultural significance of recording 

personal and familial histories in relation to my arts practice. This material was explored 

within my artistic practice, both as primary inspiration for my art creations, and as a source 

for informing my theoretical perspectives. This exegesis recognises both historical and artistic 

influences, and to guide the reader I have included personalised comments and extra details in 

footnotes to clarify ideas about my work.

2 Bezner (2001, pp1372–1373) claims that, Snapshot photography may be ubiquitous in contemporary popular 

practice, but serious attention to its history is far too rare.



Figure 02 : French Post–mortem daguerreotype, Mother with deceased twins, c1850, 
Photographer unknown, eBay sale 12/12/2009
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Modernist critics (Szarkowski 1964; Greenberg 1939) identify and value photography according 

to its supposedly fundamental characteristics as a medium. However, many postmodern critics 

(Burgin 1982; Sontag 1977) argue that meaning in photography is determined by context: 

beyond the combinations of form, colour, texture, and mass that comprise works of art and 

other objects are the religious, historical, social, political and economic influences. Like Sontag 

and Burgin, I located the significance of photography within culture and society.3 I recognise the 

importance of aesthetic form imprinted through my formal fine art training. Within the scope 

of this project I focussed on revealing the commonplace that becomes invisible to us through 

familiarity, photographic reflections of accepted cultural and pictorial conventions of their era. I 

achieved this by carefully reframing and repurposing bricolage to generate feelings of nostalgia in 

the viewer.

To inform my art production, I referenced the history of the origin and development of 

photography in popular culture. Importantly, George Eastman’s introduction in 1900 of the 

$US1.00 Kodak Brownie camera enabled everyone to photograph family and friends, holidays, 

birthdays, marriages and other memorable events. This humble Kodak camera breached the  

 

3 Figure 02: French post–mortem daguerreotype A poignant image that exemplifies the personal significance of 

photography within culture and society.



Figure 03: Cased daguerreotype, Girl seated holding cased daguerreotype, c1850,  
Photographer unknown, purchased eBay 10/3/2010
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traditional boundaries of photography as the preserve of the elite educated amateur, as anyone

could now take photographs. Women as custodians of family heritage readily adopted 

photography, and as a result amateur snapshot photography was derided, considered to be 

without artifice, and largely devoid of artistic or cultural merit.4 Through my work I question 

this inequitable premise and celebrate women’s intuitive use of photography, as along with the 

aesthetics of Mondrian, Hockney and others, I relied on what felt right to guide the arrangement 

of materials.

Historically, keepers of family history displayed photographic images as assemblages, collages, 

albums, postcards, jewellery and memento mori. Family keepsakes from early daguerreotypes5, 

ambrotypes (collodion positives), tintypes, albumen and other prints, as well as memorial photo 

jewellery, were passed from one generation to the next. Over the past 150 years family photos 

and mementos have been routinely stored in albums, boxes and paper photo wallets – often 

forgotten, only to be rediscovered decades later as irreplaceable records of the past. 

4 Many amateur photographic artists such as Stieglitz thought this new class of amateurs, those only interested in 

the mass production of images, consisted of plebeian interlopers. (Collins 1990, p49). 

5 Figure 03: Daguerreotype c1850 depicts a girl holding a cased daguerreotype symbolising keepsakes passed 

from one generation to the next, that influenced my work Father and Son reunited, (see Figure 04).
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Digital photography now dominates image capture of family members from birth to death, a 

history for present and future generations. Stored electronically, many snapshots are  

deleted from cameras, with a small percentage output as photographic prints as computers, 

websites, and digital frames are commonly used for image display. Part of contemporary public 

ritualisation of family life (e.g. at funerals) calls for computer multimedia presentations. Long 

term storage and preservation of digital images is an issue with file formats, software and 

hardware at risk of becoming obsolete with constantly evolving technology. 

Now all manner of sociocultural photo objects are sold across the digital network of online 

auctions, a world marketplace where buyers and sellers trade continuously fuelled by the 

realisation that predigital photography is a finite resource. Many fragile perishable plates, 

films and prints, and early original photographic objects as collectibles are traded everyday. 

I referenced many historical photographs in my artwork acquired in this way as part of 

developing this creative work.

Under these circumstances, traditional family pictures dislocated from their original source 

are transformed from personal nostalgic memorabilia representing post–event mementos (of 

friends, loved ones and celebrations) into vintage collectibles superseded by digital technology. 

These images and objects have appeal; however, the nostalgia that stirs recollections of loved 

ones and past events is largely absent in this process. The exploration of the tensions between 

this past and present underpins my research for the exegesis and my art practice. It was my 

intention through the aesthetic recontextualisation of these works to evoke a sense of nostalgic 

belonging that is engendered in the revisiting of family snapshots. 

Research methodology

In order to examine the role of photography in family life through my artistic practice, I used 

a variety of methodological lenses (analytical, interpretive and contextual) in order to critically 

evaluate its significance and apply this to my own practice. From commencement of my 

studies in June 2009, I maintained the private Google blog MaggieC Diary in lieu of a standard 

visual diary to record all my developmental research, notes and drafts for exegesis, images of 

collected ephemera, concepts, artwork roughs and final exhibition images. Its attraction was 

Introduction 

Snapshots – commodified keepsakes
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constant accessibility for my supervisors, with the facility for comment and feedback. This digital 

diary6 was an information hub, able to be tagged and searched as a database that enabled easy 

transfer of digitised text and pictures to Microsoft Word.

I read extensively, searching databases (e.g. JSTOR) for journals and academic publications 

examining social mores, cultural, political, psychological, religious and economic influences in 

Western society from the 1840s onwards that underpinned and framed the democratisation 

of photography, and its transformation from a pastime of the educated elite to a mass–

manufactured commodity metamorphosing into irreplaceable memories. My research revealed 

the fortuitous parallel development of both the tools of advertising psychology (guilt, greed, 

nostalgia), and multiple reusable metal typefaces in mechanical printing powering mass 

production to differentiate between products. I concentrated on George Eastman–a marketing 

pioneer and prime mover in popularising amateur photography–as Kodak’s advertising success 

was achieved by tugging at consumers’ emotional heartstrings and utilising carefully staged 

idealised visual images that appear real.

Visual identification and visual memory is our earliest experience; it is how children make 

sense of everything around them before developing the capacity for speech to explain their 

world. Contemplating cognitive psychology research by Elizabeth Loftus, I hypothesised that 

as snapshots mimic reality they engender childlike innate, instinctive behaviours that evoke 

emotional connections with the subject matter as though real, subconsciously disregarding  

the physicality of the material object and perceived technical/aesthetic shortcomings. 

 

It became apparent photographs function as visual bookmarks, placeholders simulating reality 

ostensibly arresting time, viewed through the prism of cultural customs and conventions of their 

era. Different times and values enhance the charm and appeal of images evoking a world 

 

 

 

 

6 MaggieCDiary at url: http://maggiecdiary.blogspot.com.au



Figure 04: Maggie Carey, Father and Son reunited, photomontage 2012
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changing over time. It was an important criterion for acquisition of ephemera worldwide, and a  

focus of my studio practice supported by the principles of negative capability.7 

I have interspersed my images throughout this exegesis to accompany the stimulus for creating 

these works. For example, to photograph is an attempt to preserve the ephemeral,8 and the 

catalyst for this collaged representation of my brother and father as children is reminiscent of 

early daguerreotypes (mirrors with a memory) validating family ties by visual connection.

7 Negative capability concept defined, refer page 56. 

8 Figure 04: Father & son reunited The transience of childhood. Visual recognition and identification through 

a memory object, an affirmation of place in time and space within the social context of family relationships. 

Prior to the 1840s the majority of people had no way of knowing what they, or their forebears, looked like as 

a child. The true significance of the 1900 Kodak Brownie Box camera was cultural change, all social classes of 

people were now able to memorialise their lives. 
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Organisation of exegesis

This exegesis, supporting my practice, is organised in three parts –

Part A: Marketing messages from Eastman and beyond examines the psychology of advertising 

strategies employed by George Eastman and Kodak to popularise amateur photography, 

identifying and describing target markets to understand how saturation marketing brought 

about worldwide sociopolitical and cultural change.

Photographs, as a method of displaying family history, developed from the tradition of realistic 

painted portraits following conventions that appeared to perpetuate dominant Victorian familial 

myths and ideologies. This supported a self–representation of the family as stable and happy, 

static and monolithic (Hirsch 1999, p7). The family photographer–as–historian played the role 

of deciding what should be remembered, what would be forgotten, and the images chosen 

formed an idealised construct of family identity.

Printed photographs are infinitely reproducible merchandise, paper–based, mass–manufactured 

material objects employing the science underlying a few free atoms of metallic silver that 

transmute into instant heirlooms.9 Kodak promoted these commodified heirlooms as more 

veracious than our own personal recollections. Photographs are tangible fragments of family 

existing over time, a means of remaining connected with the past, as they can be touched, held 

close, or worn on the body encased in jewellery. As Sontag (1977) argues, through photographs, 

each family constructs a portrait chronicle of itself – a portable kit of images that bears witness 

to its connectedness. 

I focussed on ideas connected with material culture as photography’s history is built on 

manufactured commodities. The Kodak slogan, You Press the Button, We do the Rest proudly 

announces that the manufacture of these objects was largely in the hands of commercial  

 

9 Nothing more than paper and yet everything more than paper, photographs are instant antiques, objects that 

condense to nothingness the increasingly small amount of time required to make something old into something 

cherished (West 2000, p16).
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enterprises,10 and in that sense people’s memories also became manufactured. An analysis 

of popular photo journals throughout the Twentieth Century reveals that Kodak played 

a leadership role in shaping the conceptions of, as well as the cultural habits surrounding 

photography when this technology was becoming mass consumed. The Eastman Corporation 

actively and innovatively used the idea of consumer happiness in its persuasion work, skilfully 

exploiting visual codee (Kotchemidova 2005, p2). Kodak manufactured our personal memories 

printing its logo in a patterned grid on the reverse of every snapshot.

Part B: The importance of recording family history questions Western cultural traditions and 

the early adoption of photography as an integral part of carefully calibrated social rituals. It 

discusses nostalgic mnemonic function as commemorative or mourning keepsakes, and the 

commercialisation of female cultural tradition as keepers of family history now encumbered 

with the impetus to record only that which is pleasant.11

This section explores nostalgia, as a photograph is an unreliable witness. Photographic objects 

encapsulate both remembering and forgetting. Material representations of family have an 

empathetic appeal, they are emotionally satisfying, therefore, a successful nostalgia advertisement 

may persuade consumers to engage in a consumption activity by stimulating an imaginative 

recreation of a past golden age associated with the product.12 Nostalgia prior to World War I 

10 Kodak services included film development, printing, cropping and enlargements, mounting, selection and 

packaging of snapshots, reflecting a closed circle business strategy governing repeat custom.

11 Kodak taught amateur photographers to apprehend their experiences and memories as objects of nostalgia, 

for the easy availability of snapshots allowed people for the first time in history to arrange their lives in such a way 

that painful or unpleasant aspects were systematically erased. Before Kodak burst upon the scene, … post–mortem 

photographs were very popular in the United States between 1840s and 1880s. Kodak’s advertising purged 

domestic photography of all traces of sorrow and death and in the process taught amateur photographers that in a 

consumer society, to make the real consumable is to affirm it (West 2000, p1).

 

12 Leisure, childhood and toys, fashion, antiques, and even narrative all provide a means of staying on the surface. So 

do photographs. And so does nostalgia, which is always caught up in erotics–in the desire for a surface appreciation 

of the ‘beauty’ of the past and a narrative of wholeness even as it isolates particular objects for appreciation  

(West 2000, p1).
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and the Industrial Revolution was considered a pathological disease of homesickness (Hofer, 

1988; Daniels, 1985 cited by Havlena 1991; Holak 1991). In traditional (agricultural) society,  

daily life was largely unchanging with family–based industry being the norm. Nostalgia as 

understood today came with increasing industrialisation (and breakdown of family–based 

enterprise), as a sentimental longing for the past and lost joys of childhood that was expressed 

through collected manufactured objects including photographs. 

I note that personal nostalgia does not depend upon an actual happy childhood, but rather on 

the reconstructed fiction of one (Stern 1992). Stern’s supposition is a key theme of my work 

–family history constructed through photography, giving evidence of existence, however as a 

reconstructed fiction. The illusion is that it appears real.

In my work, photographic remnants from the past have been transformed into memorabilia and 

objects of nostalgia, invested with properties stirring the desire to retreat from contemporary 

concerns by returning to a past time, sentimentally viewed as superior. Kodak sold sentiment 

not facts.13 Kodak and its competitors are responsible for the explosion in the popularity 

of photography over the past 100+ years, and their advertising became a powerful cultural 

influence worldwide.

Part C: Process and media method documents the influence of Modernism and Bauhaus 

on my conceptual approach. This informed the composition of advertising grids representing 

Kodak’s identified target markets. Development of processes and techniques underpinning 

my individual works of social commentary were enlightened by scrutiny of ancient illuminated 

manuscripts and the writing of Proust, which culminated in a nostalgic exploration of personal 

snapshots for my album Inherited Taste.

13 In 1892, due to the rapid expansion of his company, George Eastman hired Lewis Bunnell Jones to head 

Kodak’s in house advertising department. In this role, Jones conceived many of the legendary campaigns 

including The Kodak Girl, the iconic yellow box packaging and created most of the early novel advertising copy 

and catchy slogans. Jones underlying philosophy was to promote photography as a practice which accords 

with all aspects of life. Like Eastman, Jones knew that the success of Kodak advertising would depend on sentiment, 

not facts (West 2000, p25).
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This section highlights my practice as research. Bricolage was an essential part of my art 

practice, as works were constructed from a trove of found (the culmination of a worldwide  

treasure hunt) and personal material objects. Both my exhibited works and a representative  

selection of actual found objects–many of which appear in my images–form distinctly separate 

but important displays in my exhibition. 

My personal work explores aspects of the expansion of amateur photography juxtaposed 

against the significant influence of sentiment in mass advertising. Works are a pastiche inspired 

by the evolution, style, changing fashions of historical photography, commemorative keepsakes 

such as daguerreotypes (1800s) and memento mori jewellery. Digital collages and assemblages 

of 2D and 3D found objects are combined as a commentary on nostalgic representations of 

family photography.

This body of work is the culmination of some 30 years of creative and practical experience as a 

photographer and digital artist being awarded a BA (Fine Arts) Photography in 1986, combined 

with 23 years as a professional freelance graphic designer and graphic artist using digital 

technology for print and web output. My skill set was an invaluable resource for understanding 

the historical, aesthetic and technical aspects of photography to decode Kodak advertising, its 

use of typography, layout, graphic elements and images to influence consumers. 
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To imagine a social world before photography, we would have to think of a world 
without picture IDs; without portraits of ordinary people (or schoolchildren); one without 
pictures as souvenirs of travel; one without celebrity pictures; one without advertising 
photographs; one without X–rays or views of outer space; a world without views of 
foreign and exotic peoples; one without pictures of sports, wars, and disasters; and one 
in which the great masses of people had no way to visually document the important 
events of their lives.
Such a world is unimaginable to us now, and we have photography to thank for all 
these things... (Peres 2007, p188). 

Mass marketing – photography

This research identified the underlying psychology of Kodak’s advertising by examining and 

deconstructing its visual communication to discern how the merchandising of nostalgic dreams 

persuaded millions of people worldwide, that the consumption of Kodak products could 

transport them to an illusory past golden age.

George Eastman believed that anyone could, and everyone would, use his Kodak Brownie 

cameras but understood he had developed a product for which there was no identifiable need. 

To surmount this obstacle, success depended on the ability to market cameras with innovative 

advertising. West states (2000, p25), that by the end of the 1890s the annual Kodak advertising 

budget was $US750,000.00.

Kodak achieved its corporate aims by employing carefully crafted advertisements targeted 

towards specific age and population groups of potential (and existing) amateur photographers. 

Kodak took full advantage of every opportunity presented, including wars, to promote 

photographs as material objects to be valued as evidential keepsakes more reliable than our 

memories.14

14 A mirror with a memory is the description of daguerreotypes attributed to Oliver Wendall Holmes (1859), 

and it is a concept George Eastman skilfully used for his own purposes. Louis–Jacques–Mandé Daguerre 

(1787–1851) first unveiled the daguerreotype in 1839, a process celebrated for its extraordinarily fine detail 

described as more authentic than a painting. From today, painting is dead, is a quotation attributed to the 

French painter Paul Delaroche (1797–1859), an indicator of the love affair and ongoing fascination of the 

general public with the apparent unique ability of photographs to capture reality that still lingers today.



Figure 05: Kodak advertisement, It’s always summer in snapshots, 1949, purchased eBay 26/10/2010
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It’s always Summer in snapshots

I chose the slogan It’s always Summer in snapshots15 as the title for my exegesis precisely because 

it is a word picture that affirms the underlying mission statement directing Kodak marketing 

(selling sentiment, not facts.) An imagined utopia bathed in golden light where people’s lives are 

immortalised, time stands still in a genial fantasy world where all negativity is outlawed. 

From a modern feminist perspective this 1949 Kodak photograph depicts a sexist trifecta of 

male as authority figure, female subservience and objectification packaged as a harmonious 

domestic scene now culturally unacceptable. Whilst I may agree, images in advertising design are 

 

15 Figure 05: Kodak Verichrome advertisement 1949, ad copy: You’ll feel the carefree spirit of that summer day every 

time you look at your snapshots. Your family, your friends, your trips and your holidays...they’ll be the same always 

in the pictures that you take now. Your camera is one of your best companions on every occasion. It pays to keep it 

ready, and to have two or three extra rolls of Kodak Film on hand...Remember, the snapshots you’ll want tomorrow, 

you must take today! 
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interpretations, texts that must be read in the context of visual communication. The function 

of this picture, a meticulously staged photomontage masquerading as a snapshot, is to visualise 

and reinforce the mythology of the slogan. Memories are redefined to include only that which is 

pleasant.

Product advertising is both a mirror and window communicating the aspirational values16 and 

conventions17 of the society it services at any given time. A retrospective review of Kodak 

marketing echoed changing contemporary mores within the confines of the idyllic. This 

advertisement is a precis of Kodak’s strategy, style and goals. as well as the prevailing American 

social conventions in 1949.18 Sentimental copy promoted material objects offering enduring 

happiness, and emphasised repeat sales by encouraging consumers to keep additional film on 

hand to ensure those irretrievable special moments are never missed. Nostalgia represents 

product inducement delivered by an iron hand in a velvet glove.

16 As stated by Young (2004, p132) in the USA, innumerable families moved to the growing suburbs where 

the home swimming pool became a popular status symbol, and with just a few thousand installations in the 

late 1940s it functioned as an emblem of material success.

17 The bikini bathing suit arrived in 1946, although it revealed too much skin for most U.S. women. In the 1940s–

both before and after the war–people dressed formally. When they left the house to visit friends, see a movie or play, 

or even watch a baseball game, they usually wore dressy clothing. That meant suits, ties, and hats for men and hats, 

dresses, gloves and stockings for women. (Lindop, Goldstein 2009, p97) 

18 Kipp (2012) states that during the 1940s and 1950s reinforcement of traditional gender roles followed 

the turmoil of World War II. Women had to give up their jobs to the returning men, but they had tasted 

independence. To ensure stability at home during this tenuous time (Cold War era), a culture of conformity 

in post–war America required the population to agree on traditional gender roles that celebrated women 

as experts of the domestic realm, and men as patriarch and authority in the public sphere–a return to 19th– 

Century values. Those who earn the income control the purse strings, and in middle–class America during this 

period it was predominantly men.



Figure 06: Maggie Carey, It’s always Summer in snapshots, photomontage 2012
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19 Figure 06: It’s always Summer in snapshots  explores the myth of the picture perfect happy family. Keeping 

up appearances is important to families whether they are royalty or working class. In this work, family ritual 

is juxtaposed against social and cultural mores pertaining to women (traditionally cast in the role of evil 

temptress or virtuous homemaker), combined with the social theatre of marriage as a symbol of family 

connectedness. Memories, keepsakes, nostalgia and sentimentality go hand in hand with the celebration of 

weddings, although over time all does not necessarily end well. I note The Kodak Girl was never a married 

woman, always remaining in a state of perpetual adolescence.
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Figure 07: Maggie Carey, Keeping time, photomontage, 2011
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George Eastman knew if photography was promoted only as a hobby customers would tire of 

it and move onto to other pastimes, therefore it was necessary to concentrate on the idea of 

photography as a practice harmonious with daily life (West 2000, p25). 

The practice of carrying a small painted portrait of a loved one predates photography by some 

three centuries, and it was logical to promote social habits that would sustain Kodak’s business 

model for generations to come.20

20 Figure 07: Keeping time  This work encapsulates the underlying marketing strategy of Kodak as it illustrates 

the historical and cultural significance of recording family history. Daguerreotypes were introduced in 1840, 

some 18 years after the death of Mrs Clement Mead whose lineage is recorded here. As a member of a well–

to–do family who could afford the luxury of a painted miniature, her image is preserved for posterity. We fear 

time. We equate time with death and desire to arrest it, in order to make enduring that which by its nature is 

ephemeral.



Figure 08: Kodak packaging, Eastman Brownie Camera 2a, c1907, eBay 20/1/2010
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By the early 1900s, Kodak was the generic name amateur photographers used to describe  

all cameras. Kodak was then as Kleenex is to a tissue now. People kodaked constantly.21 The 

Kodakery magazine was published as an amateur’s guide to the fun of photography featuring 

competitions, how to articles with pictures for enthusiastic kodakers to emulate.

A number of clear sales strategies employed to capture this amateur market are examined 

below. This analysis highlights marketing to children, women, men and boys, celebrations and 

leisure, and The Kodak Moment as representations of the idyllic. Simple ideas, simply expressed 

(West 2000, p30), is the mantra of Kodak that has remained constant until today. 

Children as lifetime consumers

The $US1.00 Brownie Box camera with its gaudy22 packaging was developed with children in 

mind, also Brownie camera clubs that encouraged young users to enter photo competitions with 

cash prizes. The message was clear–even children with their small hands and fingers can, with 

the same ease as their parents, operate an Eastman Brownie camera. 

21 So widespread was the practice that eventually the New York Times was prompted to complain about the 

invasion of privacy from “kodakers lying in wait” (Christ: Jordan 1995, p147). This was in 1902. 

22 Figure 08: Kodak packaging When the Brownie camera first appeared on store shelves in April 1900, it was 

packaged in a bright red, green and yellow box that the Kodak Trade Circular described as “loud as a circus poster.” 

Cavorting around all four sides of the box was a potbellied, googly–eyed elf, which most consumers in 1900 would 

have recognised instantly as one of Palmer Cox’s mischievous brownies (West 2000, p95).
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To analyse Kodak marketing, I compared it with that of Macca’s23 examining the following 

criteria. Who is the target audience? What are the dominant visual images? What slogans 

are being used? What needs, desires or emotions are being targeted? What stereotypes and 

advertising techniques are being used? What is the underlying message of advertisements?

To summarise, both Kodak and Macca’s use images of idealised families, create an emotional 

feel good connection to pull at the heartstrings, promote toys as corporate celebrities (Kodak 

Brownies vs Ronald McDonald and the Hamburglar) to help children identify with their 

products in lifelike settings. Messages encourage social inclusion to join the crowd and not be 

excluded, promoted as an activity the whole family can do together that’s fun and never boring, 

often including celebrity endorsements,. The folksy tone of advertising copy always promotes 

memorable moments with their products being the source of happiness. It would appear that 

Macca’s emulates the tried and tested advertising methodology developed by George Eastman 

in the 1880s.

The following advertisements form part of my artwork:

(see Figure 9: Grid, Let the Children Kodak.)

Let the Children Kodak24 A popular slogan used for approximately 10 years actively 

encouraging children to use cameras and create keepsakes; a message to conscientious middle–

class parents that photography was both educational and fun. There’s pleasure and instruction–

there’s education in taking the pictures, there’s a constantly growing charm in the pictures themselves. 

I believe the constantly growing charm was a reference to the photograph as keepsake.

23 Registered trademark of McDonald’s Australia Limited 

Examples of McDonald’s slogans include–I’m Lovin’ it! (current), Things that make you go ‘mmmm’ (2007), Feed 

your inner child (2005), Make every time a good time (2002), We love to see you smile (2000), Do you believe in 

magic? (1993), Food, folks and fun (1990), We do it all for you (1975).  

24 Youth’s Companion Magazine, 1908, advertisement.
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The Brownie Family25 instilled what to photograph and reinforced the message of photographs 

as keepsakes. The fishing trip, the ball game, the picnic party, the dog and the pony and even the 

dolls and teddy bears, to say nothing of your boy and girl friends, all offer subjects that are interesting 

to take and in the months and years that follow, the pictures will always be a delight.

From the youngest to eldest child there was a Kodak camera to suit. As each child outgrew 

their existing model a new, shiny more sophisticated camera was ready and waiting to be  

bought. Kodak was creating a want in children as potential lifetime consumers, a brand–loyal 

market with a desire for new products.

A Page of Brownies26 Photographs in this advertisement gave the impression of being without 

artifice, but were professionally taken to mimic snapshots. A gifted wordsmith, George Eastman 

employed constantly repeated themes of snapshots as keepsake. Pictures that cost a few cents 

each, an inexpensive hobby for all the family to take many informal snapshots of children ‘just as they 

are’ which to–morrow will fill a priceless album.27 

No 0 Brownie28 Photograph as keepsake is here directed towards young boys, ...everywhere 

there’s fun, there’s always a good subject for a picture–perhaps to recall some playmate when you’ve 

gone out into the big world and look back upon those good times.

25 Youth’s Companion Magazine, 1909, advertisement.

26 Saturday Evening Post, 1921, advertisement. 

27 West (2000, p34) highlights that in Kodak advertising snapshots were intended to appear not only realistic 

but amateurish in contrast to other companies that commissioned eminent photographers (such as Steichen) 

to construct highly stylised images.

28 Youth’s Companion Magazine, 1908, advertisement.



Figure 09: Maggie Carey, Let the Children Kodak, Photomontage 2012
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29 Figure 09: Let the Children Kodak  From the youngest to the eldest child there is a Kodak camera to suit. As 

each child outgrows their existing model there is a new, shiny more sophisticated camera ready and waiting 

to be bought. In 1900, Kodak introduced personality marketing via Palmer Cox Brownies creating a want in 

children as potential lifetime consumers, a brand–loyal market with a desire for new products. 
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The Kodak Girl – object of commodified desire

Kodak simplified camera technology–easy to use, no fuss, no dirty hands, no toxic chemicals, no 

formal art training, no processes or technical information to learn. In the mid–1880s Eastman 

had told J.Walter Thompson that “a pretty girl sells more than a tree or a house” in magazine 

advertising (Brayer 2006, p135).

In 1892, George Eastman required a consistently recognisable image to reinforce the Kodak 

brand and commissioned The Kodak Girl, the symbolic face of amateur photography. In 1910, 

The Kodak Girl appeared wearing distinctive blue–and–white–striped clothing signifying eternal 

youth, boundless energy, fashionable modernity, freedom, fun and the pleasure of consumerism. 

An icon for women to view as a reflection of their idealised self, an image in stark contrast to 

the reality of suffragettes’ public demands for voting and equal rights.30

The wholesome Kodak Girl image was updated regularly remaining an important icon for more 

than sixty years. Used in print advertisements, trade cards, posters, large scale point–of–sale 

displays and photo print wallets as a constant reminder of women’s integral role as consumers 

of photography.31 In the 1950s, a Kodak Girl (camera in hand) wearing a striped swimsuit was 

displayed as a life–size, point–of–sale cardboard cutout reflecting changed social values.

In the 1920s and early 1930s, Kodak advertised extensively in magazines such as Life and The 

Ladies Home Journal, as its target market was specifically middle–class women at home. During 

the 1920s, the symbolism of The Kodak Girl began to undergo metamorphosis from a carefree 

and unencumbered young woman, emerging from her chrysalis as an observer peripheral to 

the central activity, (see Figures 10 & 11), an image more in keeping with traditional domestic  

 

 

30 A primary aim, and central platform of Kodak publicity was to target all women as the keepers of family history. 

Right from the beginning, then, Eastman envisioned a female sales model who would not only represent his vision of 

the new amateur photographer but also function as an object of massified desire (West 2000, p113). 

31 West notes (2000, p126) The Kodak Girl evolved as a focal point of male desire for whom Kodak received 

ardent fan mail and proposals of marriage–an object of sexual fantasy.
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Figure 11: Kodak Camera Catalogue, Cover Art, 1927,  
purchased eBay USA 1/3/2010

Figure 10: The Kodak Girl, Trade card, 1911,  
purchased eBay USA 29/11/2009
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female roles of marriage, domesticity and children.32 By the early 1920s, however, Kodak had 

tempered The Kodak Girl’s independence. In advertisements she observes a domestic scene set 

outdoors, holding her camera as she watches a family at play (West 2000, p58). This redefined 

persona was amplified by slogans such as, Keep family history in snapshots.

Advertising materials maintained domestic themes of women as chroniclers of daily life, 

accompanied by slogans such as, Where there’s a child, there should the Kodak be, suggesting 

women were neglecting their duty if they didn’t photograph their brood33 (as a good mother 

would).

32 Figures 10 & 11: To illustrate the transition in Kodak visual communication of woman as perpetually young 

and free, repurposed to the traditional role of marriage and motherhood.

 

33 An example of marketing to women utilising the psychology of guilt engendered by fear or concern at 

not meeting society’s expectation of excellence in motherhood, anxiety that can be assuaged by constantly 

taking snapshots with a Kodak camera. 



Figure 12: Maggie Carey, The Kodak Girl, photomontage 2012
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34 Figure 12: The Kodak Girl  semiotics were updated over time as representations of idealised femininity, 

consumerism, fashion, fun and modernity within the framework of traditional nostalgic values. Introduced by 

George Eastman in 1893 to influence young women to pursue the hobby of snapshot photography, The Kodak 

Girl is locked in adolescence, always an amateur, a novice reliant on simple equipment and assistance with the 

technical aspects of photography, a concept reinforced by the slogan, You press the button, We do the rest.
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Figure 13: Kodak advertisement, Be sure your Brownie goes, too, 1925, Go Antiques 14/1/2011
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Influencing boys and men

Unlike The Kodak Girl, whose look, mannerisms, and appeal rested entirely on her 
status as an amateur, the boy who used a Brownie camera was presumed to know 
about its technical features and operation (West 2000, p101).

The Brownie was the entry point camera for young children, but by 1915 Kodak directed its 

advertisements towards older boys. This 1925 advertisement, Be sure your Brownie goes, too,35

describes the camera as a fun toy, combined with a nostalgic message of capturing childhood 

memories for future enjoyment. It enlists pester power, demonstrating an understanding of 

children’s desire for instant gratification, the ability to influence their parents into purchasing 

items they may not consider–appealing to a parent’s desire to provide the best for their 

children.

35 Figure 13: Brownie Camera, 1925, Kodak advertisement It is a thematic feature of Kodak advertising in 

general, the copy presents as wholesome, sentimental, reassuring and unpretentious–an affected simplicity. 



Figure 14: Snapshot, Grave marker of Norman Forsythe, my mother’s brother, 1942, photographer unknown
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In 1930 Kodak promoted itself as investing in the future of American children as it gave away 

500,000 50th Anniversary Brownie Box cameras with a roll of film. The advertised offer36 was 

available to every American child whose twelfth birthday occurred that year, with the stated aim 

of encouraging more young children to become photographers–an investment in future sales. 

Kodak demonstrated its adroitness at capitalising on major local and world events. During 

World War I, Kodak advertised The Soldier’s Kodak recommending enlisted men photograph 

their experiences.37 Camera sales flourished in 1917 as families responded to the call to send 

snapshots to relatives fighting abroad, (see Figure 15), to bolster morale with photographs of 

loved ones.38 Australia did not repatriate the remains of fallen soldiers during World War I; 

deaths were notified by telegram.39

36 Good Housekeeping Magazine, May 1930.

37 Kodak devised slogans such as, Make your own picture record of the war. 

38 Examples of common Kodak slogans during World War II were: Visit your man in the service with snapshots, 

and Send some pictures to the boy in the war. 

39 Figure 14: Snapshot, Grave Marker of Norman Forsythe My uncle was beheaded in East Timor. The 

photographs of soldiers’ graves sent to distressed relatives at home, deprived of burial and mourning rituals, 

were an important part of the grieving process in both the great wars.



Figure 15: Maggie Carey, Snapshots Go To War, photomontage, 2011
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40 Figure 15: Snapshots Go To War  Nostalgic advertising influenced families of loved ones fighting abroad to 

bolster soldiers’ morale by visiting their family in snapshots. This photo wallet (purchased on eBay) included 

the pictures used in this work, and the irony of these unidentified photographs is that the faces of the children 

were obscured. Shots carefully staged indoors, very possibly using a camera without a flash, necessitated the 

use of a slow shutter speed that blurred movement.



Figure 16:  Aldrin poses for a portrait, ASII0-40-5903, 1969, photographer Neil Armstrong
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From the 1950s Kodak placed greater emphasis on technology. Ads featured carefully matched 

celebrity endorsements such as affable father figure/comedian Bill Cosby, whose fun–loving, 

good humoured personality was intended to persuade consumers to identify and transfer his  

characteristics to the brand (Mehta 1999, p193). This also coincided with a rising middle–class 

within the African American community.

In 1969, a marketing triumph beyond George Eastman’s wildest dreams came to fruition. 

Arguably the greatest engineering feat of humanity, Kodak film was chosen for the Apollo–11 

space mission. The Kodak happy snaps of Buzz Aldrin are the ultimate in I was here travel 

snapshots for the Aldrin family album.41

41 Figure 16: Aldrin poses for a portrait, ASII0-40-5903, The film used on Apollo–11 was the same type carried on 

the other flights–a Kodak special thin–based and thin emulsion double–perforated 70mm Film–which permitted 

160 pictures in color or 200 on black/white in each loading. (Parker, NASA). The NASA space flight landed the first 

humans on Earth’s Moon (July 20, 1969), 



Figure 17: Maggie Carey, The half–hour called boyhood, photomontage, 2011
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42 Figure 17: The half–hour called boyhood  reflects the fleeting nature of childhood, and the inevitable 

irretrievable loss of innocence in the transition from boy to man. Unlike girls–whose status was that of a 

perpetual amateur photographer–a boy who used a Brownie camera was expected to fully understand its 

technical features, and be educated in the science of photography, symbolised here by Daguerre and Niépce.
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Figure 18: Picture ahead, Kodak as you go, 1925, Kodak Advertisement, purchased eBay USA 3/12/2009
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Happy days and holidays

Kodak cameras were promoted for everyday use–holidays, outdoor excursions and family 

activity. The Industrial Revolution popularised bicycles and motor vehicles transforming how 

the middle and upper classes used their increased leisure time. George Eastman was quick to 

capitalize on the new lifestyle,43 with Kodak advertising converting leisure through photography 

into pleasurable memories.

Visual evidence, I was here snapshots, remain popular today, depicting iconic monuments (such 

as the Sydney Opera House) and the unique, odd and unusual encountered on holiday was 

shared with friends and family. Manufactured mementos to ratify, relive and reminisce about past 

events. 

43 Figure 18: Picture ahead, Kodak as you go, 1925, Kodak advertisement Kodak’s advertising department erected 

nearly 6,000 signs along the roads to tip off motorists that a scenic view lay ahead. Composed simply of black 

lettering against a white background, the signs read “Picture Ahead! Kodak as you go” (West 2000, p65).



Figure 19: Kodak Premo catalogue, Cover art,1910, purchased eBay USA 18/12/2009

Figure 20: Kodak photo wallet, c1919, purchased eBay USA 7/2/2010
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The separation of work and home in the early Twentieth Century introduced the concept of a 

day off, highlighting the contrast between structured repetitive directed labour and the freedom 

of self determined relaxation. Early leisure advertising had more in common with the grand 

tour,44 however, around 1917 Kodak redirected its marketing toward middle and working class 

family oriented pastimes.45 

44 Figure 19: Cover Art, 1910, Kodak Premo catalogue In 1883 the Rochester Optical Company produced the 

Premo view camera line. In 1899 it participated in an unsuccessful merger that made losses and was taken 

over in 1903 by Kodak who continued to make Premo cameras (Camerapedia).

45 Figure 20: Kodak photo wallet c1919 cover art of beach scene depicting a woman watching her child playing 

with a Brownie camera.



Figure 21: ambrotype, Family beach outing, c1880, purchased eBay USA 13/5/2011
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Family photos depicting leisure activities were popular in the 1870s46 in the UK and elsewhere 

when itinerant photographers47 produced ambrotypes and tintypes. It was predictable that 

Kodak would embrace this genre to promote amateur snapshots.

Enduring themes of tourism, travel and significant events are prominent in the graphic art of 

photographic merchandising, and were explored in my work, (see Figure 22: Grid, Remember 

the visit with snapshots.)

46 Figure 21: Family at the beach, c1880, ambrotype antique fully cased sixth plate (69.85mm x 82.55mm), of 

unidentified family group at the beach including seven children with sand buckets, a toy sailing ship, and a baby 

carriage in the background. An image that allows us a glimpse into the fashions and social habits of the time.

 

47 Beach photographers were a common part of the Victorian seaside experience from about 1870. No less typical 

in Victorian Britain, was the itinerant beach photographer offering a unique sixth plate ambrotype or tintype in a 

simple paper–covered wooden frame for sixpence (Hannavy 1997, p73).



Figure 22: Maggie Carey, Remember the visit with snapshots, photomontage, 2011
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48 Figure 22: Remember the visit with snapshots  George Eastman knew the key to the success of Kodak 

advertising was sentiment not facts. Kodak educated amateur photographers to view and remember holidays, 

travel, outings and other life experiences nostalgically. Photo Albums became popular as edited family records 

reflecting the values and interests of the creator, a trigger to relive, retell and commemorate past events. 

Photography’s allure is its perceived ability to simulate reality as captured memories.
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A Kodak Moment 

Researching Kodak merchandising from the 1880s I liken to unearthing fossils, a plethora of 

emotive marketing that appealed to the heart by sidestepping the intellect. Kodak remained 

true to its original mantra of nostalgic, blissful domesticity and traditional conservative values. 

The result was inevitable, George Eastman exported American materialism as a cultural value 

around the world embedded in some 200,000 plus Kodak advertisements.49 

This visual conditioning impacts on what we see (to photograph), how we see ourselves and 

what we remember as our social history. Trademarked in 1992, A Kodak Moment became part 

of the popular lexicon and it represents a symbol of mass conformity.

Selling the idyllic – Kodak defined this slogan as, a rare, one–time moment captured with a photo, 

or should have been captured by a photo. Kodak encouraged consumers with articles on how 

and what to photograph alongside sample snapshots for hobby photographers to emulate. 

Photographs as idealized cultural stereotypes are readily identifiable in the subject and style of 

family snapshots, disclosing their close visual similarity to those displayed in Kodak’s marketing 

materials. 

A Kodak moment: unnamed boy with baby kangaroo exemplifies an archetypal Kodak Moment, 

(see Figure 23). An example of the perfect moment for a photograph, as a tourist happy snap 

it connects with the 1889 Kodak round photo, Pyramids of Giza (Appendix 1, Figure 1, p88) 

in relation to leisure, mobility and travel. A young child feeding a baby animal is a universal 

theme in snapshot photography of children worldwide. Had I been there would I have taken 

this photograph depicting a gentle shared moment? Yes, it is very likely, however, to indigenous 

Australians this captured likeness might cause distress if it were subject to the Naming of The 

Dead dreaming traditions that describe their relationship to place, to each other, to plants and 

to animals, and the protocols for interacting with these relationships.

49 Figure 22: Remember the visit with snapshots, advertising grid, Maggie Carey, photomontage 2011, Kodak 

marketing materials sourced worldwide.



Figure 23: Maggie Carey, A Kodak Moment: unnamed boy with baby kangaroo, photomontage, 2012
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Learned objective and/or subjective attributes we ascribe, determines classification–is this object 

a collectible commodity, an anthropological artefact, a holiday snap, a once treasured family

photo, a taboo object or just an old glass plate slide c1930.50 This image illustrates an enduring 

genre conditioned by mass advertising–an ever popular approach to depicting children across

all cultural groups. Acknowledging the shifting acceptance of such images, I am compelled to 

note that if this work offends, I sincerely apologize, as I meant no disrespect whatsoever. 

Western family tradition is concerned with preserving names, dates and places often 

meticulously recorded along with identified photographs. Indigenous Australians follow a rich

50 Figure 23: A Kodak moment: unnamed boy with baby kangaroo To see the big picture, my research explored 

lots of little pictures from around the world that led me to this classic Australian Kodak Moment.  

A visual representation of the slogan, a celebration of perennial snapshot subjects, whilst acknowledging social 

diversity where beliefs and practices may differ with respect to cultural rituals associated with photographic 

keepsakes. This work is informed by the learned traditions of Kodak mass communication and to note that 

what was of sufficient interest to photograph 100+ years ago, still resonates with families today. 



Figure 24: Maggie Carey, Happy days live on in snapshots, photomontage, 2011
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tradition of some 65,000 years, a culture very different from the 19th–Century Americanized 

world view of George Eastman. Even so, Kodak cameras found their way to the most remote 

locations in Australia and elsewhere, suggesting exposure to pervasive Kodak marketing 

was largely inescapable. Entrenched habits shape individual lives. The genesis of George 

Eastman’s trailblazing market dominance lay in understanding how those habits can be broken 

and rearranged. Its success was not so much achieved by its cameras, but that it produced 

thousands of marketing messages to inculcate the public psyche with what a camera is, who can 

use it, and what to photograph.51

An entrepreneur and manufacturing industrialist employed the persuasive tools of nostalgia 

merchandising to sell a nonessential product. Eastman spearheaded a worldwide sociopolitical 

transformation–accepted cultural beliefs were constantly abraded by messages that 

metamorphosed snapshots from manufactured material objects into intrinsically valuable 

irreplaceable treasures. People paid for film but purchased memories.

51 Figure 24: Happy days live on in snapshots  Bring your happiness home in snapshots to make it last forever. 

If something is worth remembering, it is worth photographing and Kodak snapshots are the means to relive 

these happy moments. Eastman Kodak sold a way of life and amateur photographers were taught how and 

what to photograph. This work includes a sentimental found object intended to be kept close at hand, a photo 

key ring, that gives insight how this fundamental marketing idea was interpreted by an unknown photographer.



Figure 25 : Kodak magazine advertisement, You press the button, We do the rest, 1890, 
purchased eBay USA, 6/5/2011
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Survival and expansion52 of Eastman’s business rested on the popularization of photography 

through mass advertising resulting in multinational companies with worldwide influence. Kodak 

led the way, promoting photographs as keepsakes, tangible evidence of our lives more reliable 

than our personal recollections, proof of existence, mementos of loved ones, a visual history 

capturing life moments.53

Consumers worldwide have been influenced by mass advertising to believe that if something 

is worth remembering, it is worth photographing, that is the subject of, Part B The importance of 

recording family history.

52 Brayer (2008, p386) notes George Eastman stated in 1894, The manifest destiny of the Eastman Kodak 

Company is to be the largest manufacturer of photographic material in the world, or else go to pot.

53 Figure 25: You press the button, We do the rest, Kodak magazine advertisement This 1890 magazine 

advertisement featuring the iconic slogan You press the button, We do the rest was created by George Eastman. 

No longer able to keep up with all the demands of his rapidly expanding company, Eastman relinquished sole 

responsibility for handling Kodak’s advertising in 1892 (West 2000, p24).



Figure 26: Maggie Carey, Anywhere–Everywhere Kodak, photomontage, 2011
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54 Figure 26: Anywhere–Everywhere Kodak  George Eastman used his remarkable marketing skills to promote a 

product for which there was no need, and in the process influenced cultural habits across the world in pursuit 

of his stated objective to become the largest global manufacturer of photographic materials. Mass production 

and mass marketing of nostalgia worldwide was the key to Kodak’s success, and by the end of the 1890s, 

George Eastman was spending $US750,000 a year on advertising. 
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Figure 27: Memento Mori jewellery, large gold mourning swivel brooch of unidentified married couple,  
reverse with woven and braided hair, c1880, purchased eBay Australia, 26/11/09
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Memory and social ritual

In the late 1800s, general unease with industrialization and transition from an agrarian 

society threatened long established family ties, creating the perfect social conditions for 

George Eastman to realize his commercial ambitions. Industrialization changed families from 

producers into consumers, splitting daily life into two spheres–the workplace and the home, 

a contemporary society of built relationships regulated by customs and rituals that reflect the 

traditions from which they originated.

Woven and braided hair55 is a unique genetic human relic, and touch opens a way for direct 

physical contact with the deceased person. Part of them is still close. A reliquary, a shrine for 

keeping or displaying sacred relics has a long history and in the 1800s, photography became an 

integral part of these social rituals.

The gold (brooch) warms when worn close to the body; a personal treasure and visual 

expression of mourning. A photograph, when combined with a lock of hair or other human 

material is transformed from a representational photo object into a reliquary,56 which by its

55 Figure 27: Memento Mori jewellery During the Victorian era, mourning was a carefully calibrated social ritual, with 

fashion, jewelery, and photography all playing important roles in the public representation of grief. The popularity of 

photographic jewelery as a mourning device is often traced to its adoption by Queen Victoria after the death of her 

husband, Prince Albert, in 1861 (Batchen 2004, p67). 

56 Like a photograph, the hair sample recalls the body of the absent subject, turning the locket into a modern fetish 

object; as a mode of representation, it “allow[s] me to believe what is missing is present all the same, even though I 

know it is not the case.” A photograph makes us conscious of time’s passing, and ultimately of death, but the locket 

makes us dream of the possibility of everlasting life (Batchen 2004, pp75–76).



Figure 28: Memento Mori – carte de visite, front: unidentified woman with deceased daughter 
reverse: backstamp of photographer, c1880, purchased eBay USA, 17/5/2010
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nature is an object of veneration similar to religious devotional objects. Belief in the healing 

power of relics necessitated their display so they could be easily accessed, viewed and touched. 

Photographing the deceased

 

Photographed at home, (Figure 28) this unadorned woman’s hands suggest she was 

accustomed to manual work. No lace gloves or jewellery, plainly dressed without embellishment 

or display of refinement associated with the middle–class. An inexpensive carelessly mounted 

albumen photo was transformed into a precious relic small enough to easily slip into a handbag, 

fit comfortably in the hand, a photo keepsake able to be caressed and held close. A material 

object that represented an attempt to ward off death. Many people could not afford to have 

their pictures taken during life, so post–mortem photography immortalized a loved one, a proxy 

attesting equally to their presence and absence.57

57 In this scenario, memory cuts both ways, the act of remembering someone is surely also about the positioning 

of oneself, about the affirmation of one’s own place in time and space, about establishing oneself within a social 

and historical network of relationships. No wonder we surround ourselves with memory objects, and with elaborated 

photographs in particular. One’s sense of self, of identity, is buttressed by such objects (Batchen 2004, p97).



Figure 29: Memento Mori – real photo postcard, unidentified deceased boy with toy, c1900,  
purchased eBay USA, 3/11/09
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The photographer posed this unidentified boy (Figure 29) to appear lifelike and animated, a 

contrived fiction of reality. Remember me as in life. Commodified memento mori, manufactured 

sentimental keepsakes produced to distribute to those who mourned the deceased. An 

infinitely reproducible nostalgic memento, unlike daguerreotypes which as unique images are 

more aligned with miniature painting in that respect.

Initially it seems macabre when contemplating the process of preparing the dead to create the 

illusion of being alive.58 Fetish objects were popular from the mid 1880s, when Americans were 

comfortable with displays of death and mourning in their daily lives. One hundred and fifty 

years ago, most people had no means to get an idea of what they looked like as babies. Only 

the wealthy could afford to own a painted or photographic portrait of their children as babies 

(or at any other time in their life). 

58 Because, while seeming to evoke the past, photography actually exorcizes it by recalling it as such, it fulfils the 

normalizing function that society confers on funeral rites, namely at once recalling the memory of the departed and 

the memory of their passing, recalling that they lived, that they are dead and buried and that they continue on in the 

living (Bourdieu, Whiteside 1990, p30).



Figure 30: carte de visite, albumen photograph, hand tinted in oils, Boy with red chair,  
purchased Lost Ark Antiques, 23/3/2011
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The carte de visite, (60mm x 90mm) was patented by André–Adolphe–Eugéne Disdéri in Paris 

(1854), and quickly became popular among the middle–class.59

Historically, personal likenesses were created in the fine arts traditions especially painting and 

drawing. Photography, celebrated for its apparent ability to reproduce finely detailed reality, was 

enthusiastically embraced by the middle–class to immortalize their loved ones with fashionable 

likenesses rivalling the beauty of painted miniatures. Images were presented for viewing in 

cabinets (cabinet cards), or collections when (family) photo albums gained popularity.

59 Figure 30: Boy with red chair,  hand tinted carte de visite Presented in the French style with original seals 

intact, this carte de visite is sandwiched behind both the glass and gilt edge window mount to preserve its 

delicate oil painted surface. Of its day, it is a transitional work drawing upon painting traditions in combination 

with photography. It is skilfully tinted in oils and pays homage to painted miniatures, a symbol of wealth and 

power most prized by the privileged few. 
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Smile for the birdie

 A Kodak Moment by definition is a snapshot excluding disagreements, temper tantrums, illness 

or distressed children as subjects of pictures. Death has no place here, a notion emphasised 

in the slogan, Kodak knows no dark days. People make choices, their values provide insight into 

priorities that might be expressed in a group photograph, for example, spontaneity, control, 

unity, charm, respectability, wealth, devotion or affection. Snapshots are no less susceptible to 

these conventions as people are cajoled to smile for the birdie or say cheese on command, yet 

the credibility of a snapshot is based on the notion it is taken without artifice.

Has digital capture (of images) with its ease of reproduction in both the real and virtual worlds 

devalued the nostalgic memento value ascribed to amateur snapshots? Is the daguerreotype 

as unique image a more valued family treasure than a digital snapshot on Facebook? I assert 

the intrinsic worth of the photo is context–dependent, its representation of particular persons, 

time, place or event in our past is the primary response, regardless of rarity or the photographic 

process.60

Where do I come from? 

In the spirit of the quotation attributed to Winston Churchill, History will be kind to me for I 

intend to write it, the recording of kinship using written and visual representation was important 

in ancient cultures.61 Egyptian scribal culture was closely aligned with ritual and religion, its 

symbolic forms employed as incontrovertible evidence of the rights of succession and to 

legitimize ruling dynasties as divine in origin. Exploitation of fine arts traditions, particularly 

painting and sculpture, for the aggrandizement of Egyptian rulers in perpetuity was an 

expression of a family’s social status, wealth and power. The medium and scale may differ, but it

60 A photograph is a depiction of that which is now lost to us except in our memories, for example our 

childhood, a material object that mimics reality and it is this characteristic people value for recording family 

history. Berger (1980, p57) states, While all photographs are relics of the past, the living can take that past upon 

themselves giving all photographs a living context, a continued existence. 

61 In Abu Simbel, the famous colossal (60 ft/18.288m) carved sandstone statues of Ramses II who ruled 

from 1279–1212 BC, and the iconic (1.77ft/50cm) bust of Nefertiti c1340 BC both symbolize eternal life in 

the sense that some 3000+ years later, people recognize their faces and learn their life stories. 
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is the same impetus motivating people to create a personal history–written and photographic 

edited versions of their lives that metamorphose into their surrogate representative after death.

In more recent times, archives of legal proceedings, church documents (recording births, 

christenings, marriages and burials), newspaper records, family bibles, personal correspondence 

and photographs have proved valuable resources for tracing family lineage to establish 

connectedness. There is a proliferation of genealogy websites as the hobby of researching family 

history enjoyed a resurgence in popularity over recent years.

Who and what constitutes or defines a family is fluid, influenced by education, religious beliefs, 

legal rights, standard of living, together with political and cultural transformation within a society. 

Whilst traditional Western concepts of family are still revered by many, conventions such as 

marriage have begun to lose currency with the diminished political power and social influence 

of Christianity over modern day secular life.

Where do I belong? 

To understand my place in time, the trail of my ancestors flows through the generations–

travel and migration, marriages and family links, income, religious traditions and social status 

is revealed with the discovery of individual life stories. Who are they, what did they look like? 

Without a visual reference people can only imagine those unseen, whereas a photograph 

presents the viewer with a plausible likeness brought to life in the mind’s eye, authenticated by 

documentation such as a birth certificate. A connection realised–the invisible genetic thread of 

a shared inheritance from the past that silently imprints its influence on every generation.

Wealthy industrialists62, bankers, and the middle–class who prospered through the Industrial age 

aspired to the trappings of the landed gentry, and George Eastman was undoubtedly aware of 

62 In 1902, Eastman, a lifelong bachelor, commissioned a $US300,000 Colonial Revival home of 35,000 

square–feet comprising 37 rooms, 13 bathrooms, and nine fireplaces in Rochester, NY. His estate included a 

stable, garage, barn, five greenhouses, manicured vegetable and flower gardens set on 8.5 acres of land 

(eastmanhouse 2000). 
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the prerequisites to be accepted into American polite society. Brayer (1990), describes Eastman 

House as filled with antiques and treasures collected worldwide, among them paintings by 

Tintoretto, Rembrandt, Hals, Van Dyck, Jan van de Capelle, Romney, Reynolds, Lawrence, Corot 

and Raeburn.63

The burgeoning nouveau riche in America emulated the aristocracy as a means of boosting 

personal prestige and status by requisitioning their cultural habits, implying a need for public 

recognition, power, respect, approval and acceptance. I believe George Eastman’s obvious 

ambition was informed by early life experiences, dogmatic rigid class divisions in American 

society, also the significance of esteem and status within that hierarchy. His consummate skill in

marketing was knowing who to target, and how to appropriate and sell the previously exclusive 

customs of the social elite to a mass market predisposed to status anxiety.64

Visual representation of family was no longer the preserve of the privileged classes (see Figure 

31), as photography made it possible for everyone to chronicle their personal world. With 

the introduction of the 1900 $US1.00 Brownie camera, George Eastman strategically targeted 

women as the foundation on which to build his mass manufacturing empire which is explored 

further in Part B, Women as keepers of family history.

63 To paraphrase Kaittunen (1986), mid Nineteenth–Century middle–class Americans were obsessed with 

mourning their dead because, in terms of social status, the capacity to experience deep grief demonstrated 

true gentility. By showing kinship with the domestic luxury and manners of the rich distanced the middle–class 

from the (perceived) crudity of the working class. These were the cultural beliefs surrounding 6 year old 

George Eastman when his father died in 1862, after which his mother had no choice but to take in boarders 

to maintain a respectable lifestyle. In 1868, young George left school to work for an insurance agent earning 

$US2.50 a week, and after an number of upwardly mobile job moves, in 1874 he became a clerk at the 

Rochester Savings Bank where (in 1877) a fellow employee suggested he take a camera along on his vacation. 

The rest is history.

64 There is an un–American secret at the heart of American culture: for a long time, it was preoccupied by class. 

That preoccupation has diminished somewhat–or been sublimated in recent years–as we have subscribed to an all–

purpose, mass–market version of the American dream (McGrath, 2005). 



Figure 31: Ambrotype, Lucy Lane Barber, born June 25, 1841, c1845, purchased eBay USA, 19/9/2010
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Figure 32: Maggie Carey, Snapshots remember when you forget, photomontage 97cm x 74cm, 2012
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65 Figure 32: Snapshots remember when you forget From the outset George Eastman had a clear vision of his 

marketing strategy and in an 1891 World Fair advertisement states, What’s worth seeing is worth remembering. 

The camera is portrayed as the only reliable means of recording our memories. There is continuity in Kodak 

slogans and advertising copy reminding consumers of the inevitable failure of memory, and the promotion of 

photographs as material objects infinitely more trustworthy than our personal recollections. The photograph 

as commodity is transformed into the memory.
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Manners and mores

Industrialization and the growth of the factories replaced household production with the 

consequence single women working for wages became dependent on male relatives for their 

survival after marriage.66 British society in the 1800s determined a family constituted a man as 

undisputed head of household operating in the public sphere, whereas a woman was restricted 

to the role of child bearing, care of the household, matters of etiquette and adherence to 

strict moral standards. Whilst the drudgery of cooking and housework together with the care 

and spiritual instruction of children was the domain of women, it would be incorrect to imply 

universal docile acceptance of this imposed role as the groundswell of social reform through 

the temperance movement and women’s suffrage illustrates. 

 

The family bible, a central focus for Victorian children’s spiritual education, also served as 

a repository for birth certificates and important documents including genealogy records. 

Bibles were handed down through generations as legitimate family archives preserved and 

authenticated by, and within, an irrefutable treasured portable shrine of Christianity. As an 

observation, it would be prudent to check such records against other sources, as it is likely sins 

of omission and similar transgressions may have occurred if absolute accuracy of detail was to 

taint the good name of a family in perpetuity. 

Mourning and remembrance was women’s business in the late Nineteenth Century. Middle–

class women were expected to care for and prepare the remains of a deceased loved one for 

burial, leading their family in elaborate grieving rituals. During Queen Victoria’s reign, it was still 

common practice for the corpse to remain at home until the burial. In part, the motivation for 

this custom stems from the desire of grieving families to protect a recently deceased loved 

one from desecration, that is, being illegally exhumed by body snatchers and sold to anatomy 

schools. (Evans 2010)

 

66 In Australia, The Public Service Act 1902 explicitly required women to resign their positions upon marriage, 

with few rights to their children if divorced (Mitchell 2009, p104). It was not until November 18, 1966, the Bill 

removing the Marriage Bar came into effect (Parliament of Australia, current).
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From a contemporary perspective, Nineteenth–Century families seem to be morbidly 

preoccupied with death. The tradition of making postmortem portraits existed long before the 

daguerreotype, but with its introduction the practice of memento mori photography thrived 

as it catered to an ingrained desire to keep the deceased among the living, a means of visually 

mummifying the dead.67

The making of decorative memorial keepsakes for use in funerary ceremonies identifies 

the cultural tradition of woman as keeper of family history, guardian and protector of family 

identity. Arbiters of social and religious ritual display appropriate to their established rank in 

society. Early daguerreotypes cost $US5.00, and such portraits were often the only image of the 

sitter/s. Demarcation in fashion and style visually identified class in strict social hierarchies as the 

middle–class sought to imitate the aristocracy, and the working–class desired to be identified 

as middle–class. Women understood social standards necessitated close attention to costume, 

styled hair, jewellery and accessories to ensure family members were dressed to impress. 

Domestic studio photographers customarily provided props and accessorised fine clothing for 

sitters to be immortalized against decorative backdrops and plush furnishings to simulate the 

painted portraits of the Eighteenth–Century elite. A photograph is a simulacrum, and uncritical 

acceptance of subject matter leads the viewer to be convinced of the inherent authenticity of 

what may well be a carefully constructed fiction.

Commercialization of female cultural traditions

It is unsurprising women enthusiastically embraced snapshot photography to make affordable 

likenesses of their loves ones and significant celebrations. Traditional gender conventions of the 

Victorian era determined women were ruled by their fragile unstable emotions, illogical, and 

67 Southworth & Hawes (Boston), daguerreotypists, wrote to the public–The artist is often required to transfer to 

canvas, paper or marble, the living features after the pulse has ceased to beat. Much oftener is the daguerreotypist 

called to copy what life has left. Sometimes he may represent “balmy sleep,” but too frequently will the last enemy 

so have marked his victim, that the picture cannot be contemplated with satisfaction…. But even in such cases an 

artist may be able to make a faithful likeness…under the worst and most forbidding circumstances (eastmanhouse 

2006).
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intellectually unsuited to public life. There were women who excelled in business and other 

pursuits, but they were the exception rather than the rule. It was a time when it was largely 

unthinkable a woman could be the equal of any man, belittled as fundamentally inept at anything 

but the most elementary of technically oriented task.68 Gentleman amateur photographers 

(who viewed themselves as erudite, technically proficient and serious minded proponents of 

fine art) derided simple point and shoot cameras favoured by female snapshot photographers.69 

The status barriers of the late 1800s were breached, as the inferior and uneducated embraced 

a pastime formerly the domain of the social elite who had expended considerable energy 

promoting photography as fine art.

Transformed cameras and daylight loading film, expedited a move to lightweight equipment that 

precluded the need to tote a pack–horse load, undertake ongoing artistic and scientific study or 

understand complex processes to achieve results. The art of photography had succumbed to 

the artless.70

A world of nostalgia

For the keeper of family history photography became an indispensable commodity, a tool of the 

trade so to speak. Material objects, imbued with sentimental attachment, emerged as cherished 

keepsakes of loved ones. The mimetic quality of photography enhanced its intrinsic value as 

historical evidence–captured representations of antecedents are given life by assigning a face 

to a name, thereby complementing recorded historical written evidence of families that now 

enjoys popularity across all social classes and cultures. 

68 It is feasible this narrow perception of female capability was factored into George Eastman’s development 

and research for the 1900 Brownie camera. One of Eastman’s prescient views was that women must be targeted, 

because women were the most likely recorders of family events and of their children’s lives (Peres 2007, p73).  

69 Many photographic artists such as Stieglitz thought this new class of amateurs, those only interested in the mass 

production of images, consisted of plebeian interlopers. Photography to them was not artistry. It was only an easy 

mechanical way of making mimetic, serendipitous pictures (Collins 2000, p49).  

70 Kodak’s now notorious advertising slogan was ‘You press the button, we do the rest’ this was an appeal to the 

masses, not to sophisticated amateurs (Peres 2007, p73).
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With increased leisure time, middle–class women answered the call of Kodak advertising to 

photograph their families–birthday parties, picnics and outings, holidays and tourism, pets, babies 

and children. As described in Part A they were encouraged to consume the technology and

consume the pictures by reliving and remembering times past.71 

An idealized history, captured frames of realistic visual fragments simultaneously acknowledging 

and defying time, snapshots were often assembled in albums intended for viewing by family 

and friends. Women maintained their assigned cultural role and enthusiastically arranged 

photographs in albums to combine written and oral family history with visual spectacle.

Capitalizing on societal transformation from the extended family to the emergence of the 

nuclear family and popular photography, George Eastman identified the homemaker as his 

primary target market, and easy to use simple cameras played a prominent role in effecting 

social change with the increasing influence of commodified visual culture. Nostalgia and 

advertising copy are potent companions as Eastman skilfully applied the psychology of 

sentimental marketing to underpin his business objectives as illustrated in Table1.

Table 1 – Kodak slogans targeting women as keepers of family history

Keep family history in snapshots

Keep a Kodak Story of the Children

Keep a Kodak Baby Book

There’s a story at your house that KODAK can tell

Like an unexpected hug...like a steadying hand...like happy chatter...are the snapshots from home

Eastman’s approach to visual communication was based in the tenets of the commercial world 

and was of the people, but could be criticised in the art world. The Dadaists (founded in 1916) 

challenged the conventions of advertising and fine art as they rejected reason and logic, prizing  

 

71 Kodak systematically urged its consumers to view photography–and the world it recorded–through the lens of 

nostalgia. (West 2000, p17).  

Nostalgia provides a history informed by the aesthetics of the antique. It allows for the comfortable belief that we 

can somehow envelope the past in the present by commodifying, domesticating, beautifying it (West 2000, p142).
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intuition, irrationality and the ridiculous to express their anti–bourgeois, anti–art and anti–

war politics. Assemblage, collage, photomontage from ready made objects all gained wide 

acceptance as Dada artists72 influenced typography, graphic design and the arts by using the 

materials of everyday culture. They derided the conventional definitions of artistic media, 

expanding it to include the paraphernalia of modernity–advertisements, newspapers, magazines, 

mechanical components, and ephemera that altered perceptions of what constituted a work of 

art by blurring the boundaries between art and life. Akin to the Dadaists, I have sought to work 

apart from conventional ideas about photography and art.

Over the duration of this project, my artwork was influenced by artists who questioned the 

boundaries of formal art aesthetics as well as the commodification of art. My practice and 

ideas developed from new discoveries that added to my knowledge base, a procession of 

material objects as bricolage I transformed into photocollage, have been used to illustrate this 

history and questioning of perspectives throughout this project.73 Research into social history, 

the development and psychology of advertising, the democratization of photography as a by–

product of marketing commodified memory objects, informed the themes and directed my 

creative expression germane to context, content and form that I detail in Part C Process and 

media method.

72 For example, Hannah Hoch, (l889–1978), a German Dada artist who was a pioneer in the use of 

photomontage. John Heartfield, (1891–1926), whose anti-Nazi photomontages were stridently political as 

he disassembled and reworked press photographs to alter their meaning. Raoul Hausmann, (1886–1971) a 

founder of the Dada movement and early adopter of experimental photomontage incorporating typography.

73 For example, Figure 33: Keep family history in snapshots  A grid composition that combines collected 

bricolage (including a memento mori cabinet card, graphic communication from photo wallets and 

advertisements, catalogues, a Kodak round photo c1900 portraying a family’s portrait collection, 

daguerreotypes, ambrotype, tintypes, albumen photos and trade cards carefully juxtaposed to contrast and 

complement surrounding elements to reflect the central advertising message of this Kodak slogan.



Figure 33 : Maggie Carey, Keep Family History in Snapshots, Photomontage 2011
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74 Figure 33: Keep family history in snapshots  Sentimental messages crafted to target women in their traditional 

role as mother and keeper of family history, encouraging every family to become its own camera club to 

chronicle daily domestic life. Photographs were marketed as memories supplanting and displacing our own 

recollections. The commodification of photography through nostalgia implored consumers to build a pictorial 

legacy for future enjoyment, creating (for Kodak) a self perpetuating market of new consumers with each 

generation.
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Part C highlights my arts practice informed by analysis of photography history (see Appendix1), 

influences of Modernism and Bauhaus on my conceptual approach to composition, bricolage as 

an essential ingredient of my practice and experimentation with an innovative mix of modern 

and traditional techniques in photography and design to represent and question my findings. 

Works are a pastiche inspired by the evolution, style, changing fashions of historical photography, 

and commemorative keepsakes combined as a commentary on nostalgic representations of 

family juxtaposed against the significant influence of sentiment in mass advertising.

There are three main sections in Process and media method:

 

1) development of grids representing Kodak’s merchandising concepts

2)  individual photomontages as observations on the influences and connections between  

 amateur photography and social history

3)  family recipe album, a statement on nostalgia created from personal family snapshot    

 fragments, bricolage and anecdotes.

Experimentation – digital imaging

Since 1992, when Adobe Photoshop 2.5 was released, I have experimented extensively with 

imaging technology, (see Figures 34 and 35). My knowledge would allow me to create the 

components for my work using the wizardry and prepackaged features of Adobe Photoshop, 

however, I chose not to do so. 

I worked with found objects and collected bricolage photographing each element in order to 

remain faithful to the appearance and represented processes of the original objects. The fact 

they are real rather than virtual objects plus their tactile textures, decorative, sculptural qualities, 

and the trace of time observed in the patina of these objects was of the utmost importance. 

Locating these fragments of human social history was comparable to an archaeological dig. 



Figure 35: Maggie Carey, Woman’s head, 1992 

Figure 34: Maggie Carey, Floral Demise, 1994 
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Floral Demise75 and Woman’s Head76 are examples of experimentation with process and 

techniques.

Research as a Treasure Hunt

The first process for making the works required diverse approaches to discover and unearth 

bricolage such as photo wallets, trade cards, print advertisements, photographs, frames, albums, 

cartoons, cameras and other material objects, photo wallets, plus mass marketing directly  

 

75  Figure 34: Floral Demise, 1994  A scanned black & white photograph traditionally printed from my negative, 

that underwent metamorphosis in Photoshop using hand colouring techniques plus fractals manipulated to 

create gold flowing fabric. 

76 Figure 35: Woman’s Head, 1992 A scanned polaroid SX–70 of my painting, manipulated using Photoshop 

brush techniques experimenting with rich, creamy saturated colour for this soft focus portrait.
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handled by consumers were important elements in the advertising grids, as an adjunct to 

exploring how Kodak instructed people to make better pictures, and preserve family snapshots 

through product promotion. Handwritten notations of amateur photographers and photo 

processors added another layer of interest and immediacy as fragments of social history.

Worldwide Internet searches provided access to an array of print advertising and images 

reflecting the evolution of photographic processes from daguerreotypes (1840s) onwards, 

which would have otherwise been problematic due to the limited availability of representative 

and relevant material in Australia. Memorabilia and found photographs collected were selected 

from an estimated 350,000+ viewed images, a process that revealed the conformity of class and 

gender in snapshot poses. Bricolage was acquired from online auctions such as eBay, RubyLane, 

Etsy, and other ephemera was located in antique/secondhand stores, opportunity shops, fairs, 

garage sales, markets or donated by friends and relatives. 

The genre of found family and orphaned images (the authors of which can’t be identified ) has 

increased in popularity over the last decade as collectors and dealers acknowledged the cultural 

importance of vernacular photography.77 Removed from their original context these pictures 

are described as taking on new meanings, inviting interpretation as a uniquely modern form of 

folk art.

As explored in Parts A and B, an avalanche of mass marketing paraphernalia was a hallmark 

of photography advertising. After four years of intensive searches, I continued to discover 

all manner of items I was totally unaware existed which surprised, reinforced or added to 

my understanding of the influence of nostalgia in promoting popular photography. I liken my 

research to a treasure hunt. I trawled for material objects both known and unknown to me,  

often fortuitous finds revealed through unconventional Internet search criteria, lateral thinking

and instinct. With a concept in mind, I initially searched sequentially to identify what existed, 

77 In 2000 the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, staged the exhibition Other Pictures: Vernacular 

Photographs from the Thomas Walther Collection. Exhibited images (described as happy accidents and 

successful failures) taken by unknown photographers from about 1910 to the 1960s were discovered in flea 

markets, family albums and old shoe boxes.



Figure 36: Cabinet Card, Post–mortem Bridal Portrait, c1900, eBay 10/2/2010
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for instance, advertisements crafted to influence a particular group. What triggered me to 

choose one example and discard hundreds of others I recognized as an emotional or subjective 

response to material that was representative of a genre, a fashion, a slogan, or an idea that 

informed my own aesthetic.

Social context

A recurring theme in my work was family photographs from earlier times revealing the 

ordinary–the commonplace that becomes invisible to us through familiarity–viewed through 

the prism of accepted cultural customs and conventions of their era. Now separated from their 

original context, such photographs contemplated against a backdrop of contemporary mores 

can appear surreal, quirky, idiosyncratic, bizarre, even shocking as in the case of post–mortem 

images. The private is made public, these pictures have a resonance and I had a reaction to 

them.78

78 Figure 36: post–mortem Bridal Portrait, c1900, cabinet card  Image selection for my work was often subjective 

and instinctive. For example, what initially caught my eye in this wedding portrait was the seated bride, as it 

was contrary to prevailing social and photographic conventions of that time (man seated, woman standing). 

On closer inspection it became apparent–from her fixed stare and ashen expressionless face–the bride is 

deceased, strapped to the chair by the band that holds her dead posy of wedding flowers in place. Dead 

flowers both symbolize and commemorate a deceased loved one.
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Composition – Artist as composer

The series of grid artworks throughout this exegesis illustrate Kodak advertising and targeted 

markets derived from a plethora of diverse materials and imagery collected for this purpose. 

How disparate elements were combined was a fundamental concern–an artwork concept I 

considered resolved was often reinforced by the inclusion of a recent discovery–it was critical I 

remained open to change, prompting me to explore the concept of negative capability.79 Making 

these works was an evolution over time as many took years to complete, but acknowledge 

that stance was subjective rather than definitive. It was necessary to review and rework 

compositions as new inclusions changed the formal relationships between surrounding objects 

and layered meanings, as well as the overall balance of textures and tonal qualities.

.Another influence on my composition was David Hockney: his painting, photography, collages, 

exploration of, and working with, layering in images. This layering process was not about paint 

or photographs, but layered expressions of thought and observation with each new element 

adjusting what existed before (Weschler 1984, p11). Hockney believed all pictures are artifice 

and used photography to examine and challenge the perception of reality, his photographic 

collages illustrate the shortcomings of a photograph with its single point of view captured in 

a fraction of a second (absolutearts, 2001) Exploring the idea of multiple perspective used 

by Cubist painters, Hockney addressed both of those perceived limitations in the 1980s with 

collaged photography, images taken over a period of time and from a myriad of different 

79 Negative capability is a term that resonated for my art making. It was described by the Georgian era 

romantic poet, John Keats, in a letter of 21st December 1817 to his brothers George and Thomas as he 

defined his new concept of writing: ‘I mean Negative Capability, that is when man [sic] is capable of being in 

uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after fact and reason’ (Nagar, Prasad 2005, p270). 

 

The meaning and use of language in Georgian England (1714–1830) can be difficult to penetrate. The clarity 

of this quotation (attributed to Jane Campion discussing her 2009 John Keats film Bright Star during a BBC 

interview) re the notion of negative capability in film making, provided useful insight into my process. This is the 

place you need to be in order to find something new... not force the process, which will always end up stilted. When 

doubts arise you have to trust your instincts, and not force things to happen. 



Figure 37: Cameraworks, photography book dust jacket, David Hockney, published 1984
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positions in space combined to place one layer of time on another.80 This visual exploration 

echoes my research process as I examined and comprehended the now by comparing it with 

past events, adding more and different layers as I moved forward. These progressions change 

perspective or viewpoint over time, and my creative work draws on the processes of saccadic 

eye movement to inform my image construction. 

Saccadic eye movement 

Advertising grids were designed to facilitate movement of the eyes over a framework of 

photographic rectangles, constructing a sequence of relationships within the space even though 

viewers may not be cognizant of this. While examining any object, viewers are largely unaware 

their eyes move in rapid small discrete jumps piecing together the parts to decipher the whole, 

physically experienced as a smooth unbroken process. These fragments are assembled on the fly 

to create meaning and build up a picture of the primary focus of our attention, (see Figure 38).  

 

80 Figure 37: Cameraworks, cover art It takes time to see these pictures—you can look at them for a long time, 

they invite that sort of looking. But, more importantly, I realized that this sort of picture came closer to how we 

actually see, which is to say, not all–at–once but rather in discrete, separate glimpses which we then build up into our 

continuous experience of the world.–David Hockney on his collage technique (Weschler 1984, p11).



Figure 38: Eye Movements and Vision, A. L. Yarbus, New York: Plenum Press,1967
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An example of saccadic eye movement (eye tracking) is the transition of the central focus of 

both eyes across words in a sentence. Text and images share equal importance in my artwork 

and the formal grid structure facilitates this visual focus. 

Grids – structure

Each photographic grid is 970mm width x 745mm height. As the dimensions of original photo 

wallets, photographs and other picture elements varied greatly, I decided each should have 

equal value (same size) i.e. 150mm (width) x 112.5mm (height) or multiples thereof. Scale is an 

important consideration as my intent was operating on two levels, the public and the intimate. 

The single large integrated whole presents a composite overview, whereas the intimate invites 

the viewer to move closer to explore detail, form their own narrative and make connections 

between its individual elements.

Drawing on Modernism and the Bauhaus through my graphic design experience, I chose the 

structure of a grid for accurate placement and to preserve flexibility thereby enabling elements 

to be reflected, balanced or imbalanced for overall compositional unity. I revisited the work of 



Figure 39: Composition with Grid IX, Piet Mondrian, Neoplasticism, Oil on Canvas,  
Haags Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, 1919
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Piet Mondrian (1872–1944) with particular interest in his use of asymmetrical elements and 

the visual balance of colour in his paintings as the construction appears intuitive rather than 

formulaic, (see Figure 39).

Technical preparation of original ephemera for grid images involved photographing the front 

and reverse of items in available light. Activating exposure compensation settings to bracket 

three shots, my Canon 350D DSLR camera provided flexibility to choose the most appropriate 

exposure to balance images within the grid. Batch processing in Adobe Photoshop allowed 

transfer of adjustment layers between image files captured under the same lighting conditions 

for consistency. I reserved the original digitized photograph as the Master file. 

I created duplicates for fixed size images, set resolution, merged (not flattened) layers to 

maintain transparent areas and resized to specified dimensions. To prevent distortion, I copied 

image sections to the clipboard then pasted and positioned these to retain the integrity and 

proportions of original graphics. Each photo was sharpened using a composite layer to which 



Figure 40: Unidentified family portrait with dog pelt rug, c1920
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I applied non–destructive High Pass sharpening.81 All technical and retouching work82 on 

each picture was completed outside grids and tweaked as required after the assemblage was 

constructed by combining between 70–100 photographed pieces.

Commodification of culture

Grids were designed to represent the plethora of mass advertising. Research into the targeted 

marketing strategies of film and camera manufacturers identified and determined themes for 

the eight grids, each titled with actual Kodak slogans, (see Table 2). The focus of sophisticated

81 Command Option Shift E generates a new layer comprised of all visible layers (Adobe Photoshop), applying 

Filter/Other/High Pass. The intensity of high pass sharpening was controlled via Layer palette blending modes 

(Overlay, Soft/Hard Light) and percentage by adjusting layer opacity.

82 Figure 40: Family portrait with dog pelt rug, c1920 An example of retouching work (before/after) on 

individual images to retain the patina of age by removing only that surface damage distracting to the eye, 

with colour balance, tonal balance, hue/saturation adjusted where necessary. Sharpening was required for 

virtually all digital images, as it restored the loss of acutance that occurred during digital capture and/or image 

processing.
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sentimental advertising–meticulously crafted to appear reassuring and unpretentious–was to 

influence the cultural and buying habits of all age groups. Kodak’s influence on popular culture 

was key to the commodification of photography.

Table 2 – Artwork grids titled with Kodak slogans

The half–hour called boyhood targeting boys and men, with particular emphasis on technical 
proficiency and the ephemeral nature of childhood

The Kodak Girl perpetual adolescence, a young woman, an iconic figure of 
idealized femininity, consumerism, fashion and fun–simple, easy 
to use technology is key message

Remember the visit with snapshots encouraging consumers to view travel, holidays and outings as 
nostalgia to be photographed, fleeting moments captured as 
memories to be relived

Let the Children Kodak young children as lifetime consumers, the camera as fun, a toy, 
an educational hobby

Keep family history in snapshots targeting married women, but every family its own camera 
club

Anywhere–everywhere Kodak Kodak domination of the amateur photography market 
worldwide 

It’s always Summer in Snapshots memories redefined to include only that which is pleasant

Snapshots remember when you 
forget 

material objects promoted as memory, supplanting consumers 
personal recollections as more veracious

With their distinctive processing characteristics, archetypal photographs83 are represented in the 

grids as a pastiche celebrating photography since its inception. In addition, they remind viewers 

that, despite all technological advancements, what was personally significant and culturally 

important for families and individuals to record 150 years ago remains largely unchanged today.

83 Examples of Image processes: Daguerreotypes, ambrotypes, tintypes, pennellographs, 1880s Kodak round 

photos, salt prints, autochromes, albumen prints, cyanotypes, silver gelatin prints, hand tinted pictures emulating 

painted miniatures, and digital images.



Figure 41 : Maggie Carey, The Kodak Girl–section detail, photomontage 2012
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Grids – Layering of images 

Brochures, print advertisements, booklets, catalogues, photo wallets, trade cards and other 

forms of graphic communication spanning the history of this medium were layered with 

domestic and snapshot photography juxtaposed against advertising material to complement 

and contrast its content.84

84 Figure 41: The Kodak Girl–section detail As a counterpoint to the objectified representation of young 

women in Kodak advertising, I included visual commentary related to the Suffragette Movement whose aims 

were to obtain voting rights, equal justice, equal privileges in marriage and divorce, also rights to property. 

Women were often depicted as fragile and intellectually incapable of decision making in the Victorian era. 

Unquestionably, Eastman’s original reason for deploying the image of The Kodak Girl was that a “picture of a pretty 

girl,” as he prosaically phrased it, “sells more than a tree or a house” (quoted in Brayer 135), (West 2000, p113). 
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To demonstrate the layering of images in my work, a section of The Kodak Girl grid (Figure 41), 

is included illustrating how this key icon was combined and contrasted with artwork displaying:

 • the evolution of idealized iconic Kodak Girl images from 1893–1950s  

 • a representation of the hostile sociopolitical environment for women’s suffrage    

  embodied in the photograph of Emily Pankhurst manhandled by police outside    

  Buckingham Palace (1915)

 • postcards lampooning both the Suffragette movement and The Kodak Girl

 • a young woman with a stereoviewer, an intricately staged romanticized family    

  memento of fashionable modernity.
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Bricolage and Pastiche

These collages probed aspects of photography and the commodification of culture constructed 

from photographed (found and personal) bricolage, familiar objects re–purposed in a process 

akin to improvisation.85 With a concept in mind, I undertook wide ranging searches for 

ephemera that felt right, an instinctive subjective approach to complex works that evolved over 

time. The process dictated I remain open to possibilities, always aware a work was unfinished, 

but not necessarily clear about the solution, until I eventually unearthed objects/ephemera that 

resolved and expressed my ideas as representations of cultural mythology.86

Detailed here are differing concepts, methods and processes used in Figure 42: Commemoration, 

Figure 43: Kodak knows no dark days, Figure 44: Framing the trace of time and Figure 45: Life in 

a Tin. The remaining six collage constructions feature throughout this exegesis, and all will be 

exhibited with explanations. 

Figure 42: Commemoration, symbolizes sociocultural rituals. The 1874 antique embossed 

Wedding Certificate, matching envelope and associated wedding tintype of James & Gertrude 

Salisbury is located in time–29th April, 1874. This dated document certified the marriage 

ceremony and bears the handwritten signatures of witnesses. An act of social theatre, the 

marriage ceremony represents the beginning of a new branch of the family tree albeit it 

inextricably linked to the past. A proclamation! This tintype is unremarkable in isolation, but 

it evoked a different response when placed in context with the marriage certificate. The 

combination of these material objects speak louder as the nostalgic attributes of each, amplified 

and validated the significance of the other. 

85 As stated by Sim (2011, p237) The sense of improvisation that bricolage carries appeals to the postmodern 

theorist since it suggests an arbitrary, undetermined quality to creative activity in which the end is not specified in 

advance. Where a modern thinker might see lack of order or method, his or her postmodern counterpart would see 

a welcome experiment in spontaneity. The postmodern enthusiasm for pastiche, whereby creative artists ransack the 

past for inspiration, underlines this commitment to bricolage as an aesthetic ideal. 

86 Claude Levi–Strauss states (1966, p17) Mythical thought is therefore a kind of intellectual ‘bricolage’. 



Figure 42 : Maggie Carey, Commemoration, photomontage 30cm x 34cm, 2011
(3 versions, commenced 9/9/2010 – completed 16/11/2011
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The picture elements were photographed in available light to accentuate textures, control 

shadows and to produce fine detail, for example, the embossed typography Certificate of 

Matrimony was lit to create a 3D sculptural effect. The wedding certificate with a slight tear 

at its centre forms a natural cross, emphasized by the subtle tonal variation across its surface, 

displayed within a box frame suggesting a relic. Portrayal of this wedding as social performance, 

a culturally prescribed staged public ritual, is implied by the soft drape of theatre curtains with 

the tintype of the newlyweds at its zenith. 87 A black degraded frame surrounds the image 

symbolizing the inevitable consequences of time passing.

87 Figure 42: Commemoration A wedding is social theatre reflecting status, a public proclamation of 

commitment, a commemorative celebration of invited friends and family members who gather to bear 

witness. Marriage is a formal binding legal contract according to the differing traditions within and of every 

culture as a means of establishing alliances between family groups. Every marriage breaks up the two families 

of the bride and groom, whilst simultaneously forging a bond between them and establishing an entirely new 

branch of the family. The impetus to document family history is clear and Kodak capitalized on this cultural 

tradition.



Figure 43: Maggie Carey, Kodak knows no dark days, photomontage, 19cm x 22cm, 2011
(4 versions, commenced 14/2/2010 – completed 2/11/2011)
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Figure 43: Kodak knows no dark days As highlighted in Part B, it is a testament to the power 

of Kodak advertising that the display of photographic memento mori commonplace in the 

Victorian era has for all intents and purposes disappeared as a Western cultural tradition.88 This 

work recognizes the impact of Kodak marketing on Western social traditions. 

Memorial keepsakes–the inspiration for this work–embody both the presence and absence of 

life, decorative mementos embellished with gilding and intricate patterns, echoed in this work by 

the repeating textures and fine detail of the knitted items overlaid with ornate inner and 

 

88 Figure 43: Kodak knows no dark days  A glance through family snapshots and albums will soon bring to 

notice what is not recorded for posterity. Snapshots represent a manufactured view of the family where 

disaster is seldom seen, and death has been displaced. Kodak successfully marketed the snapshot to record 

sentimental family celebrations intentionally excluding disaster, sadness and mishap. The post–mortem 

photos so proudly displayed in Victorian parlours are banished from view. Death has been suppressed by the 

marketing of photography as nostalgia, an everyday commodified object perceived and valued as though it 

were an antique encapsulating the illusion we can transcend death.



Figure 44: Maggie Carey, Framing the Trace of Time, photomontage 28 x 34cm, 2010
(2 versions, commenced 18/9/2010 – completed 16/11/2011)
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decaying outer frames edged in gold. The elaborate wool pram cover formed the background 

(knitted by my grandmother, Alice Forsythe, c1940), and the intricately patterned baby 

ensemble (knitted by me, aged 11) was laid out as if being worn. The body is absent, there are 

no arms or legs, the face is ethereal as though floating in and out of view. As was customary in 

Hellenistic times, (323BC–31BC), I adorned the head with a wreath of gold oak leaves signifying 

the departed was worthy of eternal life after death, overlaid with flowers as a visual expression 

of love. 

Figure 44: Framing the trace of Time This work examines the intrinsic limitations of the camera 

viewfinder, a field of view constrained by the edges of the rectangular frame.89 Its conscious use 

89 Figure 44: Framing the Trace of Time  A photograph is a selective view, removed from all that surrounds and 

informs it by the framing of the image. Every picture shows us how time changes things around us, that which 

is now absent, a moment in time that has passed. A captured representation giving the appearance of life, but 

in essence is a picture of death, an instant in time that can never be relived or revived. Time connects our 

past with our future as the fragile invisible thread in all our family stories. Kodak marketing emphasised taking 

snapshots to arrest time, as illustrated by the slogan, A picture is forever.



Figure 45: Maggie Carey, Life in a Tin, photomontage 36 x 31cm, 2012
(3 versions, commenced 30/9/2010 – completed 19 /11/2012)
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to include/exclude visual elements is a characteristic often absent in spontaneous snapshots. 

The edges of an image constrain, contain and invisibly limits what and how we see our pictorial 

history. Photographs, an instant after capture, transmute into the past that cannot be relived or 

revived. A camera as a mechanical object cannot arrest time.90 

Ceaseless time is represented by an antique pocket watch, however, essential small gears that 

make it tick are missing, symbolizing the desire to arrest time. The ethereal figures of female 

ancestors, nostalgic icons of lost childhood, are confined within this time machine. An 1880s 

photo album cover forms the outer frame, and embedded within is an 1860s ambrotype case 

bearing the rectangle simulating a camera viewfinder that isolates and centres attention on the 

gold embossed Kodak typography.

Figure 45: Life in a Tin This concept originated with the discovery of orphaned images, discussed 

in Part C (p54).

90 Photographs do not arrest time. That is impossible. I believe they simply punctuate time by framing it. As a 

photographer, therefore, all I have ever done is frame the trace of time’s path (Davis 2009, p232).
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This tin contained a few unidentified dog–eared snapshots and miscellany of sufficient 

importance for the original owner to safeguard, and instinctively I tried to join the dots, to 

understand the story connecting seemingly unrelated objects. Their true significance remained 

a mystery as the subjective explanation arrived at was a fiction of my own making, based on 

learned values ascribed on the fly to decipher meaning. Perceptual organization determines that 

objects in close proximity appear to be grouped, and the space between, both separates and 

connects like words in a sentence.

A time capsule, the tin’s degraded graphics91 suggest the past. Its contents reveal a woman’s 

gold telephone dial Rolex watch c1925, wedding ring, death notice, a damaged painted lead 

toy Indian and four snapshots. After photographing the tin with my chosen contents, I digitally 

transferred the Deco branding to its interior. An antique wooden camera plate holder section 

combined with ornate gold hinges created the structure supporting the tray of individually 

selected letterpress printing blocks, graphic symbols providing clues (not answers) for the 

viewer to contemplate.

91 Supreem Boot Polish tin, c1921, R. Alexander & Sons, Adelaide, South Australia. Polish manufacturers  

c1902–late 1960s.
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Inherited Taste – Family recipe album. 

The everyday lives of my grandmother and mother had virtually nothing in common with 

the idealised mythological representations of women and motherhood portrayed in Kodak 

advertising, and this album highlights there are alternative ways to maintain nostalgic memories.

The final work is a functional, reflective artwork–accentuating my skills in photography and 

design–based on an exploration which led me to create my family recipe album, Inherited Taste.

It is a tribute to my female forebears whose blood flows in my veins, and who, for good or ill, 

have been a major influence in my life.92 

Photography was neither a passion nor an interest in my family and surviving pictures are best 

described as remnants, most of which do not record names, dates or places. No wedding 

photographs exist of my parents, or maternal and paternal grandparents. No 21st birthdays, 

engagement parties or special festivities appear to have been recorded, and a major obstacle 

to completing this photo album93 was finding sufficient usable and identifiable photographs 

to include. This is a contradiction to the world promoted by Eastman’s Kodak, and I sought 

ways to construct memories without abundant photographs. Scrapbooks, alternatively named 

commonplace books, popular in the 1850s, still enjoy favour today, and each is unique to 

its creator’s interests combining photographs, handwritten letters, poetry, pressed flowers, 

newspaper clippings and all manner of bricolage.

The original simple cloth or leather bound albums became decorative objects in their own  

right, featuring plush velvet, gilding, embossing, debossing, papier mache inlaid with mother– 

 

92 My grandmother and mother were working–class women whose opportunities were restricted in 

society by those in power who determined their gender to be inferior, advocating females should aspire to 

domesticity, piety, purity and submissiveness. Brayer (2006, p372) notes that George Eastman contributed 

$US250 to the antisuffrage cause but declined to give to the suffragettes when solicited to do so.  

93 During the 1830s and 1840s photo albums were used to document the photographic experiments of 

inventors or educated amateurs and were solely for their private use. The carte de visite (CdV) introduced 

in the 1850s (an albumen photo mounted on card) quickly became a fad as commercial studios and 

entrepreneurs sold multiples of celebrity images featuring the wealthy, famous, notorious and bizarre. CdVs 

were avidly collected, traded and displayed in albums much as football cards are today.
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of–pearl and semi–precious stones, cast brass or sterling silver bosses, ornate clasps and other 

adornment. Their function remained a focus for shared storytelling. In the late 1800s, the more 

substantial ornate albums were considered a perfect coming–of–age gift for young women.

A combination of ornate photo albums and scrapbooks informed the cover artwork, (see 

Figure 47.) The right panel incorporates recipe fragments handwritten by my grandmother and 

mother, a digitally reconstructed partial carte de visite of Alice Forsythe (see Figure 46), and the 

Sterling silver winged putti cover from her miniature Book of Common Prayer. Family snapshots 

bridge the gap linking the reality of family life and the ideal to be lived up to, the difference 

between what people desire and what is. Aides–mémoire, as a means by which family stories 

can be told (and re–told) from each storyteller’s perspective, and in this work I acknowledge 

that family photographs do not have a fixed narrative.

Frames, gold and other adornment

I explored illuminated manuscripts where the text is embellished by the addition of decorated 

initials, borders and painted miniatures. An illuminated manuscript refers to works decorated 

with gold or silver to lighten and brighten imagery, and my investigation of medieval colour was 

to review ascribed symbolism prior to designing the palette for this project.

Table 3 – The Palette of the medieval artist

Red Mercury(II) sulfide (HgS), often called cinnabar or vermilion, 
Symbolism: fire, power, blood of martyrs, humility and atonement

Green plant–based compounds such as buckthorn berries; copper compounds such 
as verdigris and malachite
Symbolism: nature, fertility, hope, bountifulness, freedom from bondage

Blue Ultramarine (made from the rock lapis lazuli) or azurite; plant–based 
substances such as indigo
Symbolism: good health, heavenly grace, servitude (Virgin Mary)

Yellow plant–based colours, such turmeric or saffron; yellow earth colours (ochre)
Symbolism: hope, light, purity, life force

White Lead white (also called flake white, basic lead carbonate (PbCO3)); chalk
Symbolism: virginity, purity, innocence and virtue

Black Carbon, from sources such as lampblack, charcoal, or burnt bones or ivory
Symbolism: death, fear and ignorance
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Gold/Silver in leaf form hammered very thin, or powdered and bound in gum arabic or 
egg (called shell gold), usually applied over a colour layer of bole or terra rosa 
to give gilded edges greater brilliance.
Symbolism: Gold–affluence, abundance, prestige, high status
Symbolism: Silver–the Moon, feminine energy, intuition, stability

Ancient Egyptians and Greeks used frames to divide scenes and create sections of 

ornamentation on pottery and wall art, that contain, unify and separate the artwork it 

surrounds. In the following works, the frame as a decorative architectural device added a 

sense of depth, and fused with the image it enclosed to enhance its presence. Recognizing 

that personal possessions form part of identity, I appropriated family bricolage–for example, 

brooches, watches, a piano sconce, buckles, gilded decorative frames, textiles, fabric, delicate lace, 

a silver clothes brush, and daguerreotype cases–to montage frames to suit.

The layout font, American Typewriter, was chosen primarily because when a recipe was much 

loved by my family, it was typed up–it had made the grade. American Typewriter is a common 

font, easily recognized, without pretension, and in days prior to multi font typewriters and 

computers, it was the face of every document not produced on a printing press. The title font, 

Birch, is a distinctly legible condensed display typeface, based on a William Page wood type, Latin 

#129, c1879.

Memories evoked by the aroma and taste of food94 

The aroma of cakes baking or a succulent mouthful of rich chocolate cake awakens our senses, 

transporting us to memories of past festivities or treasured simple moments of shared pleasure. 

94 When from the distant past nothing remains, after the beings have died, after the things are destroyed and 

scattered, still, alone, more fragile, yet more vital, more insubstantial, more persistent, more faithful, the smell and 

taste of things remain poised a long time, like souls, ready to remind us, waiting and hoping for their moment, 

amid the ruins of everything else; and bear unfaltering, in the tiny and almost impalpable drop of their essence, the 

immense architecture of memory. 

 

Yet again I had recalled the taste of a bit of madeleine dunked in a linden–flower tea which my aunt used to 

give me (although I did not yet know and must long await the discovery of why this memory made me so happy), 

immediately the old gray house on the street where her room was found, arose like a theatrical tableau…  

(Proust 1913, vol.1 p47).



Figure 46: Alice Forsythe, carte de visite fragments, before/after reconstruction.
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A celebration without food is unthinkable as the two go hand in hand. Collected recipes, family 

favourites handed down from my grandmother to my mother, and then to me created the 

theme for this nostalgic memento. Food photography is intentionally excluded, the visual focus 

combined family snapshots, personal treasures, cooking tips and anecdotes. 

A hybrid, it is an amalgamation of scrapbook, photo album and recipe book, an exploration of 

family history through food, presenting a total of 20 layouts plus cover art.



Figure 47 : Maggie Carey, Inherited Taste, Cover artwork, 2013
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95 Figure 47: Family recipe album, Inherited Taste Cover artwork commenced 8/8/2009, completed 11/2/2013 

after refinement through four roughs. Food evoking the textures, patterns, colours, aromas, tastes, objects, 

places and events, as well as memories of kith and kin. Memories triggered and recalled, visualised, and bound 

together through recipes handed down by my maternal forebears. Food as an expression of family, sustenance, 

celebration and nostalgia.
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Figure 48: Maggie Carey, Family recipe album, Inherited Taste–YoYo Biscuits layout, 2012

Figure 49: Ptolemy’s Almagest, 2nd Century AD
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96 Figure 48: Yo Yo Biscuits  Artwork commenced 8/5/2009, completed 31/5/2012 after refinement through 

five roughs. This layout set the style for my album, as an embellished construction of remembered tastes, 

aromas, words, treasured objects woven together with photographs of significant family members. A 

confection, a nostalgic memory object representing only that which is pleasant.

97 Figure 49: Ptolemy’s Almagest, p297 (attributed as a 2nd Century AD ancient Greek mathematical and 

astronomical manuscript) Vatican Library. The pages show Figure Book IV Ch 2, on Hipparchus’s examination 

of Babylonian cycles for the motion of the moon. I was attracted to the idiosyncratic use of space as a 

reference for flexibility of design. The content dictated the layout, rather than forcing text and visuals to fit a 

fixed grid.



Figure 50: Maggie Carey, Family recipe album, Inherited Taste–Cocoanut Ice layout, 2011

Figure 51: Maggie Carey, Family recipe album, Inherited Taste–Pumpkin Scones layout, 2011
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98 Figure 50: Cocoanut Ice  Artwork commenced 21/7/2011, completed 7/9/2011 after refinement through 

three roughs. The colour palette for each layout was carefully selected, and here is inspired by tones of purple, 

green, white and gold chosen by the suffragettes to symbolize their cause.

99 Figure 51: Pumpkin Scones  Artwork commenced 11/7/2011, completed 10/9/2011 after refinement 

through three roughs. Texture, pattern and gold embellished decoration from collected family treasures adds 

richness and visual interest. A piano sconce as picture frame, the detail of a miniature Chinese lacquer cabinet 

drawer evoking my emotional association with material objects that contribute to defining personal identity.

Cocoanut Ice

This picture of my 
mother Betty Carey,
(left in photograph)
in Port Fairy with 
friend June Kuchel
Both looking very
glamourous

Ingredients

400 grams sugar

375 ml milk

2�  teaspoon butter

700 grams dessicated cocoanut

�  teaspoon cream of tartar

�  teaspoon salt

cochineal

Place sugar, butter, milk, and

salt into a saucepan and bring

to boil 236°F (113°C) for seven

minutes stirring occasionally

Remove from the heat, stir

in cocoanut and cream of tartar

and mix well

Pour half the mixture into the

prepared tray

Add a few drops of cochineal

(or red food colouring) into

remaining mixture

Pour the coloured mixture on

top of the white layer

Allow to become quite cold then

mark into squares with a knife

When completely set remove

from the tray and cut into 

individual pieces

Betty loved cocoanut
and it featured in many
dishes, both sweet and
savoury

Carey: Betty Margaret
(nee Forsythe) about
20 years of age c1938



Figure 53: Maggie Carey, Family recipe album, Inherited Taste–Golden Syrup Dumplings, 2011

Figure 52: Maggie Carey, Family recipe album, Inherited Taste–Stickjaw Toffees layout, 2011
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100

101

100 Figure 52: Stickjaw Toffees  Artwork commenced 18/7/2011, completed 19/9/2011 after refinement through 

six roughs. The decorative elephant suggests a sense of childlike fun and play. Personal keepsakes create visual 

narrative informing a construct of family photos, recipes and intimate observations.

101 Figure 53: Golden Syrup Dumplings  Artwork commenced 22/7/2009, completed 10/9/2011 after refinement 

through four roughs. The primary historical record we leave is the objects and ephemera we accumulate, make 

and use in daily life. Treasured among these are favourite family recipes, dog–eared and stained pages redolent 

of family gatherings. Fluffy dumplings bathed in rich golden sauce, Winter comfort food enjoyed by each 

generation.



Conclusion
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This research project seeks to explore how snapshots, as manufactured material objects are 

valued as treasured archives of irreplaceable memories and reflects on the way they are often 

perceived as more veracious than personal recollections. To achieve the aim of integrating these 

explorations in my visual arts practice, I undertook an extensive and thorough worldwide 

examination of visual communication that commodified women’s traditional cultural practice 

of recording family heritage, and scrutinised other target markets (for example, children). 

I questioned A Kodak Moment as a romanticised stereotype portraying only that which is 

pleasant, a symbol of mass conformity that influences what is photographed, how we view 

ourselves and what is remembered. In addition, I investigated the psychology of snapshots 

as a simulacrum of reality and their influence on human desire to make enduring that which 

is ephemeral, and applied this to my creative practice. The research process informed my 

understanding of how commodification of amateur photography emerged as a democratic 

social phenomenon (albeit orchestrated by Kodak’s marketing campaigns) that allowed 

individuals from all walks of life to construct visual representations of their own existence.  

I suggest that the creative work submitted is an effective means of building greater 

understanding of the emotive power of snapshots on a personal and social level. Interspersed 

throughout the exegesis, images are juxtaposed to my observations that directed the content of 

the exhibited images and completed works.

Part A of this exegesis examined the psychology of Kodak’s advertising strategies to popularise 

photography, identifying and describing target markets to understand worldwide sociopolitical 

and cultural change wrought by saturation marketing that informed my creative work. This 

section explored how camera technology revolutionised mechanical reproduction and arguably 

made it the most relevant form of modern visual representation that changed paradigms of 

vision and representation. It showed how snapshot photography is embedded in Western and 

other cultures as a learned habit with nostalgic marketing at its core, cultural change driven by 

American graphic communication. This work emphasises George Eastman’s market dominance 

which lay in understanding how cultural habits can be broken and rearranged. Kodak’s success 

was achieved by the production of marketing messages that inculcated the public psyche with 

what a camera is, who can use it, and what to photograph. These messages are questioned and 

form the basis of my arts practice in the grids of collected advertising memorabilia with real 

photographs to complement and contrast these. 
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Part B showed Western cultural traditions and the early adoption of photography as an integral 

part of social rituals, its nostalgic mnemonic function as commemorative and/or mourning 

keepsakes. An essential aspect of my research is how the commercialisation of female cultural 

tradition changed approaches to photography that is now encumbered with the impetus to 

record only that which is pleasant. This section examined nostalgia as commemorative objects 

that encapsulate both remembering and forgetting. Research informed the series of domestic 

artefacts, developed as a family recipe book, Inherited Taste. Material objects combined and 

recontextualised to create a collection of personal sentimental mementos in the bricolage 

series.

The final Part C, highlights my practice as research, identifying the extensive processes I 

employed. I explained how grids, collections and bricolage were essential to my art practice, as 

I explored aspects of the expansion of amateur photography juxtaposed against the significant 

influence of sentiment in mass advertising. In this section I clarified how my works are a pastiche 

inspired by the evolution, style and changing fashions of photography over 150 years. I drew on 

my knowledge and the works of others to explain the construction of digital collages of found 

object assemblages, which were combined as a commentary on nostalgic representations of 

family photography. This was done as both analysis and personal reflection.

Inevitably, the capacity of photography to show how people perceive themselves and their place 

in the world has limitations, but it is essential to understand the way this tool for capturing the 

past has become commodified. It would be unimaginable for people in the not so distant past 

to think that anyone, regardless of class or public standing, who wished to publish an image of 

themselves can do so. This was facilitated by the democratization, but also the commodification, 

of photography. By presenting this research both as a way of viewing history and as a creative 

process, I have supported the initial claim made in the introduction to the exegesis that the 

use of photography as a keepsake has become commodified, but that this does not necessarily 

compromise the validity of its use. Through this exegesis I have provided extensive evidence 

that historical and artistic perspectives can be used to reflect on methods and process of 

photography as keepsake and have recognized other artists working in this field.
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Future research in the field of amateur photography should continue to explore the more 

recent innovation of the ubiquitous camera phone as the modern day equivalent of a $US1.00 

1900 Brownie camera, and how it compares to the previous use of this media form. The use 

of images in social media and everyday life has blurred the boundaries between public and 

private, illustrating the desire for self–representation has undergone many changes through 

technological innovations and evolving social and cultural practices. Within my visual work I 

hope I have encouraged the viewer to reflect on the commodification of photographic pictures 

as heirlooms, as well as to consider how the presentation of the image is embodied in the 

culture and the technology of the time in which it was created.
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List of images:

1. eBay purchase: Tourists with Sphinx, Egypt, 1889 Kodak No 2 Round Photograph,  

 8.9cm x 8.9cm, 11/8/2010

2. The Story of Kodak image result, Douglas Collins, p47, George Eastman, print from 

experimental version of American film. 18/2/1884

3. Duke University image result, Eastman Kodak Co’s Brownie Cameras $1.00, 1900 Magazine  

advertisement, accessed 13/3/2012, Ellis Collection of Kodakiana (1886–1923), www.   

library.duke.edu/digitalcollections/eaa_K0021/#, 13/3/2012

4. Wikipedia image result, UR–Leica Camera 1914, www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Ur_Leica.jpg, 

[accessed 29 July 2009].
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The rise of popular photography c1840 – c1920

The progress of discovery is ordinarily a slow process, and it often happens that a great 
fact is allowed to lie dormant for years, or for ages, which, when eventually revived, is 
found to render a fine interpretation of some of Nature’s harmonious phenomena, 
and to minister to the wants or the pleasures of existence. Photography is peculiarly 
illustrative of this position (Hunt 1853, p1)

Around the 1840s and 1850s amateur photographers were predominantly well educated men 

of means with a particular interest in the sciences, that is, physics, optics and the chemistry of 

camera operation and image processing. In London (1853) the organization known today as 

the Royal Photographic Society was formed to facilitate a forum for the exchange of views, 

exhibitions, critical review of photographs, further the technical knowledge of members, its 

activities structured in a manner befitting a university. 

Similar clubs were established in America and Europe and the earliest known Australian 

example is associated with the Philosophical Society of New South Wales, c1858. The 

Melbourne Camera Club (Cnr Ferrars and Dorcas Street, South Melbourne, 3205) has 

a history of continuous activity since it was founded in 1891, making it one of the oldest 

photographic clubs in Australia. The club provided a meeting place to pursue the art and 

practice of photography, and, in admitting women was in advance of its time. No doubt a major 

attraction for members was the darkroom available for their use.

In 1877, George Eastman planned a vacation in the Dominican Republic and a co–worker 

suggested Eastman make a photographic record of his trip. After investing in a wet–plate 

photographic setup he realized the equipment was too cumbersome to take on the journey.1

Eastman realized there must be a simpler way to make photographs and was determined to 

find it–according to the Kodak.com website his stated aim was, to make the camera as 

1 The bulk of the paraphernalia worried me: a camera about the size of a soapbox, a tripod, which was strong 

and heavy enough to support a bungalow, a big plate holder, a dark–tent, a nitrate bath and a container for water, 

he said. Calling the entire package a pack–horse load, Eastman said, I could do nothing with my first outfit until 

after I had paid a professional photographer...five dollars to give me lessons (Carmichael 2010, online).
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convenient as a pencil. This quest opened the doors to the democratization of photography, 

a term I use to identify its availability to all regardless of class, wealth or technical proficiency. 

Mass advertising based on sentiment to differentiate between products was critical as without 

mass production, prices would remain high and expansion and popularity limited. In September 

1888 the word Kodak was patented.2 George Eastman recognized the opportunities presented 

by the industrial revolution and the introduction of multiple reusable metal typefaces. Visual 

communication through design interprets how viewers respond, and choice of typography is an 

extremely important element in communicating messages. Fonts are the fashion words wear.

Early photography required specialised knowledge of equipment and chemistry, and many 

daguerreotypists died from the effects of mercury poisoning. Around 1850, before the drive for 

universal education intensified, 30 percent of English grooms and 45 percent of brides were unable 

to sign a marriage register, (Clark, 2008, p164) suggesting for many, oral culture took precedence 

over a written family history. The true significance of Eastman’s invention was cultural change 

as untrained amateurs, as never before, were able to create a visual history of every–day life 

without concern for the technical considerations of photography. This concept encapsulated in 

the archetypal Kodak slogan,You press the button, We do the rest.

The notion of spontaneous snapshots does not imply it is evidence of the truth. For example, if 

I am photographed in the grounds of a mansion it does not follow I reside in that place. I liken 

it to being photographed in front of any monument as it merely shows that I was here. Viewed 

at a later time in our history, dislocated from its source or seen in isolation, interpretation of a 

photograph will be unconsciously framed by the lens of society’s conventions at the time. 

Photographs are curiosities and provide a glimpse of the past. For example, The Pyramids of Giza 

(Figure 1) shows several Egyptian men surrounding a well dressed Victorian woman precariously  

 

2 Writing to Henry Strong, Eastman outlined his business philosophy with absolute clarity: The manifest destiny of 

the Eastman Kodak Company is to be the largest manufacturer of photographic materials in the world, or go pot 

(Collins 2000, p81).



Figure 1: Tourist Snapshot, The Pyramids at Giza, Egypt, c1889, purchased eBay USA, 11/8/2010
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perched atop a camel. An 1889 fashion statement of mutton bird sleeves and a bustle, this 

tourist is encased in an outfit totally unsuited for the climate. 

In 1888 the Original Kodak roll film camera was introduced at a cost of $US25, a plain box 

camera loaded with American film, a 20 feet (6.096 metres) 100 exposure reel of paper–

backed emulsion.3 The price tag of $US25.00 for the Original Brownie put it beyond the reach 

of the average person in 1888, but is noteworthy as it embodied the concept of a camera 

for the masses, that is, for ordinary people with no interest or desire to learn the technical 

aspects of photography. A camera was not yet available for all–simple construction, inexpensive 

to manufacture, easy to use with mass appeal, the essential prerequisites if amateur snapshot 

photography was to become a craze worldwide.

3 Figure 1: The Pyramids of Giza is an example of photography from a $25.00 1889 Kodak No 2 Roll film 

camera. Printed pictures were circular and 2.5 inches (63.5mm) in diameter. 



Figure 2: George Eastman, aged 29, print from American film experiment 18/2/1884
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The Original 1888 Kodak camera is a wooden box covered with black morocco leather. A 

string–set shutter, fixed lens and shutter speed, featuring V sighting lines on the camera’s top,  

no exposure counter and a weight of 24.2 ounces (686 grams.) It represents a major innovation 

in technology compared to the earlier days of wet plate processes requiring considerable 

expertise such as daguerreotypes, the “pack–horse load” described by George Eastman.4

After the film was exposed, the camera was shipped back to Eastman in Rochester NY along 

with $US10.00. This system marked the beginning of the modern photo finishing industry.

Following film development each negative was transferred to a sheet of glass for contact 

printing of one image from each usable negative, the camera was reloaded with a replacement 

film of 100 exposures, all of which was packaged up and returned to the owner. 

4 Figure 2: George Eastman A young man whose energy and foresight as an entrepreneur and business man 

would effect cultural change worldwide, photographed here as the result of an experiment with the printing 

and processing of American film.
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American film was difficult to process for both professional and skilled amateur photographers, 

and presented a major obstacle to ordinary people taking up photography as a hobby.5 The 

breakthrough decision to handle roll film by processing it inhouse was heralded by Kodak’s 

famous advertising slogan, You press the button, We do the rest, a message crafted to appeal to 

the masses and expand the popularity of photography beyond the exclusive preserve of the 

wealthy. Technical innovation and simplification of processes was a key objective of Kodak in 

1888 and remains so today. On page 59 of The Kodak Primer written and published in 1888 by 

George Eastman, he states:

Today photography has been reduced to a cycle of three operations: 
1: Pull the String
2: Turn the Key
3: Press the Button.
The principle of the Kodak system is the separation of the work that any person 
whomsoever can do in making a photograph, from the work that only an expert 
can do... We furnish anybody, man, woman or child, who has sufficient intelligence to 
point a box straight and press a button, with an instrument which altogether removes 
from the practice of photography the necessity for exceptional facilities or, in fact, any 
special knowledge of the art. It can be employed without preliminary study, without a 
darkroom and without chemicals.

In 1889 Eastman’s American paper–backed stripping film was replaced with the more 

flexible transparent nitro–cellulose film which suffered from poor chemical stability and high 

flammability. In 1948, cellulose triacetate support was introduced and is often described as 

Safety Film. 

In 1900, for $US1.00, Kodak introduced The Brownie camera, a cardboard box construction 

with a wooden film carrier (Figure 3). It was designed to use 117 roll film, 12 exposure, 

5 Accolades commonly attributed to the 1900 $US1.00 Kodak Brownie camera include being the impetus 

for the worldwide explosion of interest in snapshot photography. Mass production was the catalyst for a 

fundamental overhaul of camera design from hand engineered mahogany and brass scientific equipment to 

inexpensive mass produced consumer merchandise. To mass manufacture for a worldwide market, the quality 

of build and materials was sacrificed to produce simple, cheap aim and shoot cameras. The first $US1.00 

Brownie was a very basic cardboard box combined with a simple lens and a cartridge of loaded film. 



Figure 3: Kodak Advertisement, $1.00 Brownie Camera, c1900
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2.5 inch x 2.5 inch square format (63.5mm x 63.5mm) which cost 15c a roll. This camera was 

key to popularising the hobby of photography as the low cost made it accessible to virtually 

everyone. Kodak maximised its profits through mass manufacture of cameras and films, and 

promoted brand loyalty by structuring its business model for consumers to return exposed film 

for Kodak’s experts to handle processing and printing of photographs. By 1910 approximately 

one–third of American families owned a camera.

What was exclusive became commonplace. In the past the likenesses of the wealthy and 

socially prominent figures in the arts, science and commerce were painted, as recognition of 

the importance and status of the sitter. Mass production of cheap easy–to–use cameras created 

cultural change by opening the way for all social classes to create their own likenesses, to 

document important family events and celebrations for posterity. 6

6 Distinguishing the Brownie from previous Kodak cameras, as Elizabeth Brayer so flatly puts it, “was its calculated 

averageness,” designed as it was “make average pictures in average light at average speed with film of average 

sensitivity” (205). The Brownie’s only exceptional feature was its price: for $1, the price of a corset, two diapers, or a 

race ticket in 1900, anyone could now proclaim herself an amateur photographer. 

Indeed, the Brownie’s commercial success was largely responsible for the fact that roughly one–third of the U.S. 

population owned a camera by 1910. This phenomenal increase has prompted some historians to regard the 

Brownie rather than the original Kodak camera, as the watershed invention in the history of amateur photography 

(West 2000, p74).



Figure 4: Digital Photograph, 1914 UR–Leica Camera prototype, photographer unknown
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In 1914 the prototype Ur–Leica brought about a revolution in camera design using 24mm x 

36mm image size on standard 35mm film.7 Released in 1925, precision engineered with fast 

lenses it is a forerunner of all analogue 35mm slr (single lens reflex) cameras used worldwide 

until the introduction of digital technology.

Kodak positioned its magazine advertising in quality publications with high circulation employing 

renowned artists to illustrate its graphic art until c1915, by which time the reproduction quality 

of halftone photographs had improved. The first halftone photograph was published by The 

Daily Graphic (New York) in March, 1880, and thereafter limited but increasing use of halftones 

by the popular press spread worldwide. It remained customary to use engravings as illustrations 

until WWI provided an abundance of photos, and the revolutionary Leica triggered the golden 

age of photojournalism (1930s – 1950s), an age when publications, such as Life Magazine (USA), 

built their reputations on the extensive use of photography. In contrast to early glass plates or 

sheet film cameras, from 1925, analog equipment with fast lenses/shutter speeds and later digital 

technology was more suited to spontaneity. Time of day, indoors or outdoors, and weather 

conditions were no longer an impediment to amateur picture making.

Amateur film emulsion differed from professional film in that it is specifically designed to remain 

in a camera for long periods before development. The cost of development and printing lead 

7 Figure 4: The Leica camera was invented by Oskar Barnack whilst working for Ernst Leitz 
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to careful and judicious use of film, and cameras were predominantly used for special occasions 

rather than every–day. Photographs were privately held; images of family, friends, holidays, and 

celebrations handed down the generations as treasured mementos. Every moment became a

Kodak moment, a volume of imagery (unimaginable in 1888) so effortlessly available, extending 

far beyond the accepted and proscribed conservative social conventions Kodak observed when 

it advertised and promoted its first cameras. Worlds apart.

From Analog to Digital c1930 – 2012

In 1947 Polaroid instant photography was introduced by Edwin Land. Polaroid prints were  

used extensively by professionals to assess studio photography (particularly advertising work) 

and the system was also marketed to amateurs. In 1963, colour Polaroid was introduced.  

The 1973 Polaroid SX–70 camera came onto the market and was immediately popular with 

amateur photographers. Instant pictures, instant gratification. Kodak introduced its own version 

of the instant camera, and in 1976 Polaroid sued Kodak for copyright infringement. In 1985 

Polaroid won their case against Kodak, and was awarded damages of $US909,457,576.00. 

The introduction of digital cameras diminished the appeal of Polaroid instant cameras, and 

on the 11/10/2001 Polaroid filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in the United States. 

(savepolaroid.com, 2001).

The 1960s heralded the beginning of digital photography. NASA converted from using analog 

to digital signals with their space probes to map the surface of the moon (sending digital images 

back to earth). Government use of digital technology helped advance the science of digital 

imaging, however, the private sector also made significant contributions. Texas Instruments 

patented a film–less electronic camera in 1972, the first to do so. In August, 1981, Sony released 

the Sony Mavica however, it cannot be considered a true digital camera even though it started 

the digital camera revolution as it was a video camera that took video freeze–frames.

1990 Adobe released Photoshop 1.0 digital imaging software. In 1991, Kodak released its first 

professional digital camera system (DCS), a Nikon F–3 camera equipped by Kodak with a 1.3 

megapixel sensor. In March 1995, Kodak. introduced the DC40 amateur digital camera.
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In February 1994 the first digital cameras for the consumer–level market that connected with a 

home computer via a serial cable was the Apple QuickTake 100 camera.

During early 2001, The Guardian announced that Kodak, the world’s largest photography 

company, was to stop producing traditional 35mm cameras because of the rise of digital 

technology.8 The company took its decision as digital cameras outsold film cameras in the US 

for the first time (Davies, 2004.) In 2005, Kodak announced that it would cease production 

of its black and white printing papers, further sealing the fate of darkroom photography. 

Meanwhile, the new emerging giants and leaders of the digital photography market were 

Canon, Epson and Hewlett–Packard.

Today the possibilities for successful results has been substantially improved for amateur picture 

making with digital slr cameras (dslr : digital single lens reflex) with their sophisticated inbuilt 

controls, fast shutter speeds and high ISO settings to accommodate the most difficult lighting 

conditions. Compact digital cameras are not as forgiving. The CCD sensor in most compact 

digital cameras is small, many measuring between 7mm to 14mm diagonally and greatly impacts 

on the file size and quality of image when compared with 30mm sensors on most digital dSLRs 

(43mm on full frame dSLR models). The 2010 iPhone 4 has a sensor – 1/3.2”; a 4:3 ratio, 

(diagonal 7.9mm, width 4.536mm and height 3.416mm). 

Huge advances in camera technology emerged during this past decade, and I compare most 

current phone cameras against the specifications of a 2002 Canon Powershot A100. The Apple 

iPhone 4 is the most popular camera on Flickr (pingdom., 2012) ‘Internet 2011 in numbers. 

[online]. The significance of cameras in smart phones is their increasing popularity as an 

alternative to stand alone cameras, the appeal of wireless connectivity for distribution spawning 

a genre of photography described as phoneography and websites showcasing this work.

8 In 2003 Eastman Kodak donated their entire collection of advertising materials to the George Eastman Archive 

at George Eastman House. The collection spans over one hundred years of Kodak advertisements ranging from 

1884 – 1988. A quick estimate indicated there are approximately 95,000 advertisements in the collection. The 

majority of the advertisements are in English, but this collection also includes many foreign ads such as Spanish 

(Peru, Argentina, Chile etc.), French, Japanese, and Chinese (Kodak Advertising Collection, 2003 online).
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In 2005 The Kodak EasyShare Gallery began a subscription service. Offering online services, 

this Gallery serves over 60 million users and billions of images, offering storage and sharing of 

photos, purchasing Kodak prints of digital pictures, and creation of personalized photo gifts.

A pay–as–you–go online photo album and print hub reflecting the mantra, You Press The Button, 

We do the Rest, to encourage Kodak brand loyalty. Traditionally photographs and negatives, 

photo albums, and more recently digital photos, remained in private hands. 

Capture and Share It 9 On its website, Kodak offers digital cameras featuring direct emailing, 

uploading, tagging and sharing images on popular social networking sites such as Facebook, 

Twitter, YouTube, Kodak Gallery, Flickr and others. On the 19/1/2012, Kodak announced on its 

website it had filed for Chapter II bankruptcy protection to enable restructure of its business. 

Kodak marketing remains on message, its corporate objectives making the complex simple for our 

customers an echo of original slogan, but differs in that the moment to be captured became a 

moment to be uploaded. 

In 2011, Justin Mitchell an engineer on Facebook stated, We currently have over 200 million photos 

uploaded per day, or around 4 billion per month. There are currently almost 90 billion photos total on 

Facebook. This means we are, by far, the largest photo site on the Internet. (Mitchell J, 2011). 

 

Digital photography has changed the way people take and use personal images as compact 

digital cameras are designed with foolproof features simple enough for children to use 

(toptenreviews 2012). People capture more digital pictures as the process bypasses the need 

to develop film or print images in order to view them–now immediately accessible to view on 

the camera and easily transferred to a computer, television, smart phone or portable media. The 

current trend is to share personal pictures to image hosting or social media websites providing

online instantaneous worldwide viewing, with a secondary display of photos in frames, albums 

 

9 News Release | Kodak, 4th January 2011 Innovation at Kodak has always been focused around making the 

complex simple for our customers, says Betty Noonan, Kodak Director and Vice President, Business to Consumer 

Marketing. Today, Kodak continues to bring technological advancements to market that make it easier and more 

convenient for consumers to share with their friends and family in their own unique way. The real KODAK Moment 

happens when you share. (Noonan B, 2011, online).
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or as traditional slide shows.Visual identities are created for public consumption on networking 

and social media sites such as Facebook, and it is now commonplace for prospective employers 

to access these pages to ascertain suitability of job applicants. For better or worse, tagged and 

identifiable private and personal photographs are now readily accessible in the public domain, 

and once uploaded, copyright and control over their use and distribution is largely relinquished 

(Pace, 2011). 

Recent digitisation of amateur cameras has substantially improved the ease of picture taking, but 

with the exception of the explosion in volume, the typical snapshot subjects and stereotypes 

promoted by Kodak appear to be fundamentally unchanged. It is my opinion the mantra of 

contemporary amateur photography could now best be described as every second of my life is 

worth photographing. Berger (2011) argues, the practice and experience of snapshot photography 

have become more important to people than the pictures themselves with the consequence many 

seldom look at their images.

In the 1880s, amateur photography was an expensive pastime with cameras utilized for special 

occasions only rather than every–day use. Snapshots were limited in number when compared 

with current trends, and were perceived as lifelike precious keepsakes and mementos to be 

enjoyed and relived in the future. Since the release of the 1900, $US1.00 Kodak Brownie the 

floodgates of snapshot photography opened, triggering an outcome of unimaginable expansion 

and popularity, a worldwide tsunami of some 3+ trillion snapshots objectified as nostalgic 

keepsakes.

Mass manufacturing empires and personal fortunes were built on the commodification of the 

traditional cultural practice of recording family heritage, and amateur photography has emerged 

as a democratic social phenomenon (albeit orchestrated by Kodak’s mass marketing campaigns) 

allowing individuals from all walks of life to create constructed visual representations of their 

own existence. Multiple strands of family life and cultural history, a repository of snapshots that 

(by accident or intent) portray changing values and conventions. 
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Time passes. Social history lost over time is rekindled in old pictures, as unrehearsed snapshots 

simulate visual time travel, providing an insight into what, in the past, was deemed of sufficient 

personal significance to photograph. Regardless of any artistic shortcomings these personal 

effects hold a subjective fascination, as a mirror of social habits over time. Like observing a latent 

image come to life in the developing tray, mnemonic magic chemically mutating from invisible to 

visible–a trick to help people remember the past that is now lost to them. 

The invention of photography did not begin with Daguerre in 1839, indeed there were 

many others who contributed to its development despite many false starts and failed 

experiments from the late Renaissance onwards. As Warner Marien states (2006), the basic 

ingredients of photography–a light–tight box, lenses, and light–sensitive substances–had been 

known for hundreds of years before they were successfully combined. The genius of George 

Eastman was that he simplified the complex through research and development of low cost 

(mass–manufactured) aim and shoot cameras. Advertising of cameras and photography was 

sophisticated. The creative illustrations combined with meticulously crafted sentimental and 

nostalgic copy in Kodak graphic communication aimed to immerse consumers in the belief that 

manufactured material objects would be a source of enduring happiness as their memories. 

Commercial appropriation of American cultural values to enhance consumers’ personal status 

by assuming the social mores and recreational pursuits favoured by the elite, was Eastman’s 

psychological ploy to motivate all social classes to embrace photography. The process of 

democratization was a by–product of marketing commodified memory objects to achieve his 

stated aim, to be the largest manufacturer of photographic materials in the world, or go pot. 

After my review of advertising slogans and key messages, it became apparent Kodak 

recognized the limitations of mass marketing to connect with all consumers in the same 

way. It was necessary to identify market segments likely to be the most profitable, to tailor 

advertising messages, encourage brand loyalty, and develop products to match the desires and 

characteristic values of target groups (see Appendix 4: Kodak slogans – Collected samples.) 

My studio practice was informed by researching and documenting this history, and was a major 

influence on the advertising ephemera and bricolage I acquired for inclusion in artworks.
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From the late 1800s to 2012

This list is not exhaustive but certainly adequate to gain insight into the constant reinforcement 

of a nostalgic world view connecting experience and memory to snapshots in Kodak 

advertising.

A picture is forever

A real Kodak moment

All the child–world invites your Kodak

A vacation without Kodak is a vacation wasted

A happy Christmas thought –– Kodak

A Kodak – and won’t they be pleased

A Kodak Christmas

All out–doors invites your Kodak

Anywhere––everywhere Kodak

At Home with the Kodak

A moment worth saving is worth Kodak film

America’s Storyteller

And now I’ll never forget...Holidays last longer in snapshots

A Kodak history of your children is a pleasure to make and a treasure to keep

Be sure it’s a Kodak

Between Friends–A Kodak

Bring your Vacation Home in a Kodak

Brownies for Christmas

By far the best surprise of all–a KODAK

Catch them for keeps...WITH A KODAK CAMERA

Click. Oh call back yesterday, bid time return

Color snapshots save all the warmth of ‘home’

Don’t forget your “Kodak”
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Every day is a Kodak day

Every sport is more a sport with a KODAK

Every photographic need for every outing is anticipated in the KODAK

For Christmas Morning, A Kodak

For every boy or girl, there’s a Merry Christmas in the Kodak Box

For old and young there is a fascination in photography

For the Days to Come

For the out–of–doors days: Kodak

Give a Kodak

Give a Kodak – the happiest gift of all!

Have your Kodak handy

Holidays are Kodak Days

Home Photography is Easy

Happy days live on in snapshots

It’s a Kodak

If it isn’t an Eastman, it isn’t a Kodak

It doubles the fun with a Brownie along

It becomes more sport for the boy who Kodaks

“It Works Like A Kodak” Brownies For Christmas

In war as in peace The Kodak is at the front

It is Kodak Simplicity

Just what I wanted–––A Kodak

Kodak–It’s time to SMILE

Kodak As You Go

Kodak Keeps the Story
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Keep a Kodak Story of the Children Take a Kodak with you

Kodak knows no dark days

Keep a Kodak Story of the Baby

Keep a Kodak Baby Book

Keep childhood days in snapshots

Keep family history in snapshots

Kodak on the Spot

Keep the story with a Kodak

Keep the Christmas Story with a Kodak

Keep your Kodak Busy

Kodak Simplicity

Keep a Kodak Story of the Children

Keep your Kodak busy

Kodaks Of The Children

Kodak–Just the Camera for a Picnic

“Kodakery” means photography with the bother left out –– better results too

Let the Children Kodak

Let Kodak tell the story

Let Kodak keep your vacation

Let your KODAK catch the picture

Lets live it all over again

Like an unexpected hug...like a steadying hand...like happy chatter...are the snapshots from home

Make Kodak your family historian

Make the Children happy with a Kodak

Make somebody happy with a Kodak

Made with the Dollar Brownie

“My boys won’t grow up in the snapshots, anyway.”

No better fun in the world for boys or grown–ups – than picture–taking...

No motor tour is complete without a KODAK
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On every outing: Kodak

One Button Does It

Photography Simplified

Pictures from Home

Prove it – with a Kodak

Put a Kodak in your Pocket

Pictures of your pets with a BROWNIE

Remember the visit with snapshots

Romance lives on in snapshots

Snapshots make time stand still

Snapshots tell the story best

Snapshots remember–when you forget

Share moments. Share life

Smile. It’s on ‘Kodak’ paper

Snap–Shots from Home

Snapshots Go To War

Snapshots save your happiness for a rainy day

So simple that any boy or girl can operate them...

Springtime is snapshot time

Snapshots are more fun than ever!

Serving human progress through photography

Save your happy hours with your “Kodak”

Save your happy memories with a Kodak

See how easy it is! KODAK

The Kodak holiday lasts forever

The half–hour called boyhood

The world’s most gifted camera
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The snapshots you’ll want tomorrow, you must take today

The World is mine – I own a KODAK

The great snapshots are made on KODAK FILM

There is No Dark–Room in the Kodak way of picture making

There’s a world of delight in Kodak Home Portraiture

The story of a Summer vacation as Told by the Kodak

There’s more to the vacation when you Kodak

The Kodak Christmas Story

They All Remembered The Kodak

There’s Nothing Too Good for That Boy

The Kodak tells the war news of to–day

The companion of every outing–the friend of all lovers of the open–the KODAK

There’s Always More Fun with a Brownie

There are no game laws for those who hunt with a Kodak

There’s always a chance for Kodak

The little camera that does big things. No. 0 Brownie

The always welcome gift–A Kodak

The Kodak Album

There’s winter sport too––in a Kodak

There’s Cheer in the Pictures from Home

The Day That Will Never Come Again

Two “k’s”, an “o”, a “d” and an “a”

The Kodak Letter

That trip we all took together it’s real TODAY as it was last Summer

They are your Pictures

There’s always more fun with Kodak along

Take a Kodak with you

There’s a story at your house that KODAK can tell

There’s always more fun with a KODAK

Take along a Brownie

The Simple, Kodak way
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The Boy with a Brownie

Told by the Kodak

Tis the Kodak Quality

There is no Kodak but the Eastman Kodak

The very thing! A Kodak

The real KODAK Moment happens when you Share

The gift that goes on giving pleasure...that’s a KODAK!

The name ‘Kodak’ on a Camera is as the hall–mark on Silver

There are no game laws–and no accidents– for those who hunt with a KODAK

The Kodak Album. There’s joy in every page of the school girl’s Kodak book

Vacation Days are Kodak Days

Visit your man in the service with SNAPSHOTS

Visit your girl in the service with SNAPSHOTS

We capture your memories forever

What “KODAK” Means

Where there’s a child, there should the Kodak be

Winter days invite your Kodak

Witchery of Kodakery

Your snapshots tell the story best

You can easily make good pictures with Kodak

Your story with your Kodak

You press the button, we do the rest

YOU press the button – IT does the rest

You can keep happiness–with snapshots

Your Kodak keeps your fun


